2011 Exhibit Highlights

Digital/ HD Surveillance Pavilion
Area M/N, Upper Floor
Debut at Secutech 2011! Covering over a forth area of the 4700-sqm space, the HD pavilion’s importance is widely presented by leading brands of HD cameras, display and transmission devices from various countries. (See pages 8-13)

Access Control Pavilion
Area L, Upper Floor
A collection of access control, RFID and biometrics products are centered at the show right next to our registration site. Spanning out in more than 800 square meters of exhibit space this pavilion is the networking centre for the access control security industry elites and security consultants sourcing for cost-effective solutions. (See pages 18-19)

Intelligent Buildings and Smart Homes Pavilion
Area L/M, Upper Floor
The Intelligent Buildings and Smart Homes pavilion will feature a full range of hardware, software and services for home automation systems such as intruder alarms, intercoms and phones, window sensors, motion detectors, remote controls, dimmers, pendant transmitters. Special designed zones and galleries includes: Intelligent building, Intrusion alarms and China Intercom. (See pages 20)

IP Equipment Pavilion
Area J/K, Ground Floor
The world’s largest pavilion for IP surveillance, taking more than 4000 sqm! Gathering 95% of top camera manufacturers from Taiwan and Korea, buyers are enabled to see the comprehensive options and latest launches from these important makers. (See pages 13-17)

Composec 2011 - Conference and exhibition dedicated to components in Security Technologies and Applications
Area M, Upper Floor
The world’s only exhibition and conference for security components gather top leading design solution providers under one roof, and offer a series of product design solutions seminars for security product suppliers. This is a show exploring the design solutions of major parts of Video Surveillance under one roof! Covered themes will target at HD Surveillance, Transmission & Interface, Next-gen Identification & Management and Green Security. (See pages 22 & 27)

Camera Excellence Award
Area M, Upper Floor
Located in the Digital/HD surveillance pavilion, the event will commit to celebrate and reward creative excellence, honoring a powerful form of communication and its impact on the security industry. We call for all international visitors to join this grand event with us by using the ballot attached to their badges! Voting for the camera excellence award event also comes with lucky draw opportunities on-site. Do not miss out! (See pages 5-7)

Video Software Zone
Area K, Ground Floor
Debut at the show that comprises 270-sq.m space at IP surveillance pavilion of Secutech 2011 is dedicated for video software to highlight products. This platform is utterly a professional platform for hardware makers, software developers and Asia system integrators to communicate and interact. Do not miss speaking companies from software companies, IVS and VCA companies, design house of advanced video analytics and IT analytics solution providers. (See pages 17-19)

Video Storage & Recording Solution Zone
Area J, Ground Floor
200-sq.m space at IP surveillance pavilion is especially dedicated for storage and recording. Come to find the storage devices and solutions that are efficient in scalability, availability and have great manageability. (See pages 17-18)

Country Pavilions
Area J/M/N- China, Area K- Korea, Area N- Singapore, Area N- USA Pavilion
Are you looking for ready-to-be-shipped products? Country pavilions are the best ways to retrieve diversified products of Cameras, Storage devices, Access Control Solutions and many more. Strong design and manufacturing ability are just two simple avenues carried by manufacturing & designing houses. Secutech 2011 truly facilitates your sourcing route with country pavilions of China, Korea, Singapore and USA!

Taiwan made Fire & Safety
Area J, Fire & Safety
Fire & Safety Taipei 2011 will feature three zones: Disaster Prevention, Fire Prevention and Occupational Safety which will enhance networking efficiency for buyers. A series of Taiwan-made equipment demonstration will be delivered.

Business Matching
Area L, Upper Floor
Sit down with prime security manufacturers to get tailor-made packages on your sourcing targets- A unique service of one-on-one meetings with quality manufacturers providing the products you are looking for.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Show Day 2</th>
<th>Country Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30-11:45</td>
<td>Turkey, Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00-14:15</td>
<td>Japan, Singapore, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:45-16:00</td>
<td>Middle East*, Vietnam, Taitra Invites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 16:30-17:45 | Italy, Malaysia*

* Subject to Change
Welcome all International Buyers to the Gala at The Wok Restaurant, 3F on April 20th, 18:30-20:30!

EverFocus - the best Full HD image solution provider. No matter you are IS/CCCTV or IP surveillance system user, we will connect you to the Full HD image world. EverFocus surveillance, various choices of plug/hybrid IS/CCCTV DVRs and cameras offer high resolution image right away with original coaxial cable. Enjoy real play-and-play, IP surveillance, 2 megapixel network cameras recording at 1080p/30 give you true real-time performance. There will be no more video latency in live view and playback.

ACUMEN INT. CORP. / M600-M605

Company Acumen, as one of the leading players in the video surveillance market, annually participates in the forum. Conventionally, booth of Acumen displays the design in our enterprise’s style. Acumen presents its latest developments, as well as models which have gained popularity from customers. During the event, Acumen surprises visitors with unforgettable packages and with the latest innovations as well: antivandal, Weatherproof series of “Shark” will be first presented at the booth of Acumen displays the design in our enterprise’s style. Acumen displays the design in our enterprise’s style. Acumen displays the design in our enterprise’s style.

ADVANTECH CO., LTD. / K100-K107

Welcome to Advantech’s booth! This year, we proudly present you the latest Intelligent Video Surveillance technologies and comprehensive applications in the market. Designed to optimize the analysis of video content, our IDS system helps users to observe, track and categorize objects as well as detect unusual events giving pivotal vital information to effectively respond to alerts. Grab the chance to experience our innovative video convergence with advanced IP surveillance solutions in person NOW!

D-Tech Corporation/ J159-J157

AUTECH new mega-pixel IP camera series is small and exquisite with a white LED built-in, suitable for indoor use. Remote monitoring and control is also a breeze with 5 web browsers on Windows and Mac OS, and 7 popular mobile devices (iPad, iPhone, BlackBerry, Android, Symbian & Windows Mobile). For the new mega-pixel IP camera models, AVN304 and AVM404, we’re also looking for partnership with online and / or physical shops. Please visit us if you’re interested.

BIG GOOD HOLDINGS LIMITED / J515-J530

We are welcome you to visit our booth J512, and we will sharing our latest technology of IP camera product line for megapixel camera, IP66 ready outdoor application, and present our total solution for Consumer, Enterprise market to you. We are open for country agent and seeking IPX partner in the show. We are looking forward your visit in the show.

BRICKCOM CORPORATION / J125-J136

Brickcom will exhibit its high definition IP cameras with Sony Exmor sensor which providing higher quality in Low Lux conditions which offer clear surveillance in day and night. Also its cameras are designed to offer the users the flexibility to create systems which meet their needs, and this includes offering several winners solution: data transmission over 3G, Wi-Fi, and WMXMAX which is ideal for surveillance which needs to span large areas. During the tradeshow, Brickcom will feature a seminar every day to highlight its surveillance solutions.

BYTEC CORPORATION/ K159-K167

AUTECH new mega-pixel IP camera series is small and exquisite with a white LED built-in, suitable for indoor use. Remote monitoring and control is also a breeze with 5 web browsers on Windows and Mac OS, and 7 popular mobile devices (iPad, iPhone, BlackBerry, Android, Symbian & Windows Mobile). For the new mega-pixel IP camera models, AVN304 and AVM404, we’re also looking for partnership with online and / or physical shops. Please visit us if you’re interested.

DYNACORP. INC / K119-K117

Full HD Speed Dome IP Camera, NH201/NH202 would be the mostinnovated product. Equipped with SONY progressive scan CMOS sensor and best-in-class 20x optical zoom lens, it leads the market with crystal 1080p video image and full-integrated PTZ control. Compared to D1 PTZ, wider coverage and six times more pixels in every frame provide users great details while monitoring. Premium H.264 HD-SDI hybrid DVR, GBD90 supports 720p real-time recording and true 1080p video display. Compatible with both HD-SDI and analog cameras, it applies the concept of hybrid connection for flexible surveillance solution.

Fuhu Technology Cooperation / M61-M619

FUHO is a leading CCTV manufacturer of DVR, Camera, IP Solution and Mobile Surveillance in Taiwan. We will present Live demo of 3G Vehicle Surveillance from our city buses in the show. Moreover, we provide both Low cost entry level and High-end DVR / Camera products. Welcome to FUHO booth (VRM60-M6801-M6901), we will not only provide you the detail product introductions but also sample offer for your enjoying testing.

GENIUSVISION INC. / K116-K117

Genius has launched many new IP camera recently, and 4 megapixel fish-eye camera is one of our key highlight items of this year. With the exquisite IP solution and the integration with DVR & CMS & access control & POS & license plate recognition, we welcome you to visit Genius to get the most suitable products for your surveillance projects.

GLK SECURITY CORPORATION / B717-M725

GLK offers you a comprehensive HD surveillance solution like the combination system: B71.3 Mega Pixel camera for your eye, B2K DVR, NVR20 software + Viewer 20 software + cloud NVR of IP Solution as frontal lobe for organization and management; Massive Storage Server as temporal lobe for memorization. Want to know more detail? Please come to GLK booth!

HDPRO CO.,LTD / M661-M669

Please kindly visit our HDPRO Booth which can provide you the opportunity to discover the latest security technologies - Analog cameras - Smart-IR with EDOVTEC, 3D-DNR, diversified unique design, etc. - IP Camera solutions, Mega Pool Network Cameras, etc.

HIKVISION DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / J717-J721

From corner shop to Olympics, Hikvision applies the same reliable technology into its complete product lines. As SecuTech 2011, Hikvision introduces exciting IP matrix solution, mobile DVR solution and AITA test everyday solutions and more. Hikvision’s latest high-definition surveillance systems include integrated network cameras, megapixel speed domes and network video recorders, as well as powerful video management software as well as also be an display. With advanced video technology embedded, these products provide the most satisfying surveillance experiences ever. Visit Hikvision’s booth (J717-J721) at SecuTech to find out more details!

AVERMEDIA INFORMATION, INC. / K310-K315

Please visit AverMedia booth to find out the most effective surveillance solutions for your various security projects. We will showcase the innovative 16CH dual-core processor and the most profitable 4/8CH embedded hybrid system. Both of them will be the best choice for you to fully utilize between the existing analog and IP technology. For all international buyers and visitors, we will have show program to present the benefits of hybrid solutions and lucry draw activity on April 20th and 21th.
**Must-see Booths**

**HEAR OUT OUR EXHIBITOR MESSAGES TO YOU!**

**HI SHARP / M514-M519**

Please welcome to hisharp’s booth at M514-M519. We will have new technology as face tracking camera, hybrid HVR camera with external IR, H.264 full HD DVR, smart combo DVR, RS485/LCD, mobile LCD, mobile recording box, HD CCTV and more new.

**HOUHEI CORPORATION / M557-M519**

Mobile links live and recorded High Definition video with transmission. Helps users reduce shrinkage and theft, liabilities, address compliance requirements, service level improvements and process efficiencies. HD video provides indisputable and instantaneous evidence. Associates multiple transactions with single camera, address reduced system costs.

**HUTA ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. / M460-M465**

Please do not miss the chance to get fully IP surveillance system in HUTA’s booth. You’ll not just get the IP cameras but also NVRs. Also, you’ll have a free-bundle CMS to control all those NVRs.

**HUPER LABORATORIES CO., LTD. / M418-M419**

As a surveillance professional and technology innovator, huperlab will showcase the world’s first full HD Hybrid DVR with 3D video analytics at ComSec+ 2011. Com and check how to upgrade from CCTV to 1080p HD surveillance while preserving coaxial infrastructure, and how to integrate megapixel IP cameras. HD-SDI CCTV and CCTV cameras into one single system. huperlab further brings IP to a new era by introducing 3D video analytics with its exclusive stress vision camera. Visit huper lab booth M418 for more LIVE IPS demos!

**IRONIC INC. / J315-J322**

Catch inc, a leading CCTV manufacturer will introduce total HD solutions for a wide range of surveillance applications at the show. Our HD DVR RH2-413 supports 4 HD (1080p/720p) CCTV cameras with High Definition Picture Quality. Recording 1080p/720p/1080p HD, Multiplexing, and Auto Switching for 4, 16 aspect ratios. The HD CCTV cameras offer up to 720h resolution with multiple form factors to meet any need. Our booth is No. J315. Please go http://www.catchinc.com for more information.

**INSTEK DIGITAL / K304-K311**

Visit our booth to take control of a full scale enterprise central command station with an CCTV wall and operational server. Operate multiple Command Center consoles to control real-time video analytics, a virtual matrix switch and PTZ and MP cameras. We will also display the latest storage technology, Celstor, which solves the issues of RAID. In addition, MultiVideo’s auto-reclaim technology has integrated with Vivotek’s onboard storage to create an intelligent NVR backup using camera storage, a new industry benchmark.

**INTEL / M620-M628**

Adopting Intel Technologies for High Definition Surveillance
- 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processor
- Intel® Hardware accelerated COGEX x “Intel” Advanced Video Extensions
- Intel® onW™ technology
- Advanced Remote Management with Intel® Active Management Technology * Maximize System Utilization and Reliability with Intel® Virtualization Technology
- Intel® Media SDK * Accelerate your Video Processing Applications

**INTERSHOP TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION / M915-M926**

Please step by step your booth to experience the largest portfolios of surveillance solutions in the world, including the most advanced video decoder TV2000 series and we’ll live-demonstrating fisheye correction, latest transmission technology on SOLC and MegaU, hardware / software compression capture units and worldwide first 3D video encoder, HD Multiplayer / Display and power management. We are pleased to have you join us anytime during the exhibition for a product briefing. Free gifts are prepared for all visitors.

**ITX SECURITY CO., LTD. / K700-K705**

We use the No.1 Standalone DVR manufacturer and exporter in Korea. Please come to see our new network based Product including IP camera / NVR and new CMS. You may see the future of the security industry.

**J & S UNITED TECHNOLOGY CORP. / M1108 - M1113**

Welcome to visit our booth for our comprehensive range of CCTV Cameras, Mobile DVRs, Stand-Alone DVRs, Hybrid DVRs, LIne-based NVRs. Visit us to find out the quality performance of our range of CCTV products now.

**KINGCOME COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATED LTD. (KCA) / M677-M678**

The upmost security solution provider with more than 21 years manufacturing experience, please visit KCA booth to demo newly developed H.264 4-CH Mobile DVR with 3.5G Mobile surveillance / GPS / TPMS / G-sensor… multi-function recording and control which can maximize the value of your vehicle’s security business. Come to KCA booth to find whole security integration for full range H.264 DVR / IP Camera / G3000, WDR Camera / Network Intercom …! KCA – Your marvellous partner.

**KINGWAVE TECHNOLOGY CORP. / K500 - K505**

May I introduce Kingwave is the professional wireless device - wireless camera, digital and analog AV sender, Wireless LAN AP, multi-receivers(2.4GHz – 5.8GHz RF) and wired or wireless H.264 network DVR manufacturer in Taiwan. Please come to our booth, to see the demos of digital transmission to control the PTZ camera wirelessly, and also the low cost version, which you can use remote control to control the DVR or TV wirelessly, that is a optional IR extension version. We also demo the DVR with HDCCTV camera and HDMI output, see you soon!

**KOUKAAM NA. / J314-J316**

Don’t miss a chance to see unique NVRs working. KOUKAAM, one of the pioneers of the standalone NVRs is presenting new product generation of the NVRs including new firmware 2.0. Come to see IPCorder that brings independence into the surveillance – Works on Linux, Mac and Windows OS, access from anywhere through your favorite Internet browsers, via webcam, E-mail,... Touchpad, touchpad, touchpad. As a surveillance professional and technology innovator, koukaam will also demonstrate new product generation of the NVRs including new firmware 2.0. It’s free!

**KTEO CO. LTD. / K700-K705**

Please come to our booth to see the 2.5-megapixel CMOS captures full 1080p HD at 30fps and the 1.3-megapixel CMOS grade 720p HD at 30fps approved by H.264 Alliance. They are good enough to grab real-time HD video at 30fps and embedded IR LED function, which allow them to provide clean and clear images in low-light situation. They deliver digital high-definition video by using HD-SDI (BNC) over coaxial cable; it is cost-effective and easy-to-use for surveillance. We will exhibit our products throughout the exhibition period on April 20th.

**LUNIX TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / K700-K705**

We are professional CCTV products manufacturer providing various types cameras and DVRs. This year, the booth comes along with our new products-SID1, the solution of CCTV WITH SID1. Our customers can enjoy NVR HD quality by paying lower cost than IP Camera, as well, the long transit distance as more than 180 meters and total solution with SDI DVR will not fail anyone coming to our booth. It is practical and economic. It is Full HD.

**MEJON TECHNOLOGIES INC. / K519-K521**

MEJON will demonstrate the security surveillance products, featuring Smart IP solutions for network cameras, our innovative, proprietary CatchAP® technology for traffic cameras, and HD-SDI CCTV cameras. 1) H.264 Full HD (1080p) network camera series, a smarter IP solution that integrates our innovation with network capability. 2) Outstanding traffic surveillance cameras with IP capabilities. Idea for intersections, Commercial parking areas, ports, metros, railways and tunnels. 3) The HD like CCTV cameras that feature our Lumi™ III technology to bring crystal clear pictures in any light condition.

**NEOTECH PHOTOELECTRIC INC. / K16-K165**

The powerful VMS software can support unlimited IP devices and expanded server base. An incredible video management system and scalable Unix-based server can manage from 5,000 to 50,000 IP devices and supports up to 800 IP cameras with 96 viewers for home security. Alarm message system sends a SMS message or WAP Push via telecom service providers or Skype to 10 mobile phone numbers when an alarm is triggered. This is a new business model for operator, not only buy and sell. Come to visit us to see the complete construction and application!!

**NUO INC. / K104-K111**

NUO offers a truly NVR standalone—NUOTitan with local display, powerful throughput up to 250Mbps and strong Client software makes it a Must-have turn-key solution in the market! Welcome to see its first debut at Secutech booth and to actual experience its wonder by yourself. Any sample order onsite enjoys a very special discount! NUOT Titan Key Features: 1. Spot-out for live viewing 2. High throughput for mega IP cameras (250Mbps) 3. Support dual stream for mobile phone (iPhone, iPad, Android, BlackBerry). 4. Powerful web client (IE, Firefox, Safari). 5. Powerful client AP (Windows, Mac) 6. Dual gigabit Ethernet ports to separate system management and video recording
Welcome all International Buyers to the Gala at The Wok Restaurant, 3F on April 20th, 18:30-20:30! A full picture on what’s going on has never been easier. Learn about the See the performance of these new additions at the Sony booth. Getting
2.
3.
1.
SMA service provider today representing on long-term dealership licensed SUNNIC was founded in 1985 to provide “A Complete Supply Chain INC. / L514-L519 SUNNIC TECHNOLOGY& MERCHANDISE Mobile DVR / GPS tracker, solution of Access control, IP cameras, full D1 include their 64Ch Hybrid NVR with CMS (Central Manager System),
provisions for high-resolution, high-sensitivity, and excellent color reproduction.
Pishon International Co., Ltd. will introduce the latest Sony DSP Effio-P for high-resolution, high-sensitivity, and excellent color reproduction. Effio-P (CCD42135G) has built-in High-Performance WDR and ATR-EK functions, Digital image stabilizer (DIS) function, built-in memory and microcontroller, 3D Noise Reduction and a slow shutter up to 512 fields. Besides this Pishon will do its long-awaited step into the future by presenting it’s first out of IP cameras. Come and see!

Welcome to SHAN’s boothK204-K209, 11F! For Secutec2011, we prepared lots of innovative technologies and whole new series products. From high-end Effio PVIS CCD camera, 1/3 to 3/1 megapixel IP camera, HD-SDI/SDI-camera, to the Standalone SDI DVR and one-click HDcctv system. We are looking forward to meet you!!!

Pishon International Co., Ltd. / M509-M513

SHANT ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. / K304-K309

PUSHION INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. / M509-M513

PROVIDE CO., LTD. / K114-K119

Provides will showcase their full range of products with the latest ONVIF supported 2-Megapixel IP cameras at Secutec2011. On their stand, the full range will be demonstrated as working system solutions, and will include their 4CH Hybrid NVR with CMS (Central Manager System), Mobile DVR / GPS tracker, solution of Access control, IP cameras, full D1 encoder card, and compactly sized IP modules.

Welcome to SHANT’s boothK204-K209, 11F! For Secutec2011, we prepared lots of innovative technologies and whole new series products. From high-end Effio PVIS CCD camera, 1/3 to 3/1 megapixel IP camera, HD-SDI/SDI-camera, to the Standalone SDI DVR and one-click HDcctv system. We are looking forward to meet you!!!

SMAX TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / J811-J818

2. The best NVR-based NVR of Low Cost management system, support 4 channel IP CAM, provides recording(HD) by per channel, Event Trigger Action, Playback & Search.
3. CMSO3000W VGA-based NVR and CMSO300AP Built-in NVR version of different CMS series product can setup Multi-layer e-Map (up to 10 layers), support Google map. Multiple monitor display.

SUNHON ELECTRONICS ASIA PACIFIC/ K808-K813

Be faster, smarter and sharper with Sony’s latest HD, wide dynamic range cameras. See the performance of these new additions at the Sony booth. Getting a full picture on what’s going on has never been easier. Learn about the technology in the Sony cameras, and be awed by the display of the entire HD and new Analog range which will also find at the booth. Come on down to see a full demonstration of the Sony cameras in action.

SONY ELECTRONICS ASIA PACIFIC / K808-K813

UTECHZONE CO., LTD. / J506-J511

Please visit UTechZone booth to find the newest development of Intelligent Vision Security Technology — BNC. You will discover how it can be appropriately applied in the daily life at our booth. Applying intelligent video analytics, BNC automatically detects intruders and send you or the police the real-time images immediately. In addition to Intrusion Detection, Missing Object Detection, Remote Setting & Monitoring, People Counting, and Object Statistics are also featured functions. Join us to have a memorable experience on it!

UTECHZONE CO., LTD. / J506-J511

Please visit UTechZone booth to find the newest development of Intelligent Vision Security Technology — BNC. You will discover how it can be appropriately applied in the daily life at our booth. Applying intelligent video analytics, BNC automatically detects intruders and send you or the police the real-time images immediately. In addition to Intrusion Detection, Missing Object Detection, Remote Setting & Monitoring, People Counting, and Object Statistics are also featured functions. Join us to have a memorable experience on it!

VIVOTEK INC. / J102-J104

VIVOTEK is a prestigious leading manufacturer in the network video surveillance industry, providing cutting-edge products and total solutions. This year, VIVOTEK will showcase a full range of megapixel cameras of “SUPREME series” including 3-megapixel fisheye camera FE8171V, Full HD and HD cameras with advanced features such as WDR pro, exceptional IR pro, wide temperature range, robust metal and much more. Moreover, VIVOTEK welcomes you to join “VIVOTEK Solution Partner Symposium” that our important SIA software partners will display their latest technologies, focusing on the highest possible level of integration with VIVOTEK cameras to give you more ideas of IP surveillance solutions. Don’t miss the opportunity!

VIVOTEK INC. / J102-J104

Please come to our booth to see our new products, the 2mm Camera with Effio-P and Full HD Mega Pixel Camera series(HD-SD). For international buyers visiting our booth, we will have wine party at 4pm everyday and prepare you a gift for you.

PROVIDE CO., LTD. / K114-K119

Please pick up any latest copy edition of A&S Publications covering diversified industry dynamics!

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please pick up any latest copy edition of A&S Publications covering diversified industry dynamics!

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please come to our booth to see our new products, the 2mm Camera with Effio-P and Full HD Mega Pixel Camera series(HD-SD). For international buyers visiting our booth, we will have wine party at 4pm everyday and prepare you a gift for you.

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please pick up any latest copy edition of A&S Publications covering diversified industry dynamics!

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please come to our booth to see our new products, the 2mm Camera with Effio-P and Full HD Mega Pixel Camera series(HD-SD). For international buyers visiting our booth, we will have wine party at 4pm everyday and prepare you a gift for you.

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please pick up any latest copy edition of A&S Publications covering diversified industry dynamics!

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please come to our booth to see our new products, the 2mm Camera with Effio-P and Full HD Mega Pixel Camera series(HD-SD). For international buyers visiting our booth, we will have wine party at 4pm everyday and prepare you a gift for you.

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please pick up any latest copy edition of A&S Publications covering diversified industry dynamics!

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please come to our booth to see our new products, the 2mm Camera with Effio-P and Full HD Mega Pixel Camera series(HD-SD). For international buyers visiting our booth, we will have wine party at 4pm everyday and prepare you a gift for you.

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please pick up any latest copy edition of A&S Publications covering diversified industry dynamics!

VIDEOTEK EUR/EUR / N615-N622

Please come to our booth to see our new products, the 2mm Camera with Effio-P and Full HD Mega Pixel Camera series(HD-SD). For international buyers visiting our booth, we will have wine party at 4pm everyday and prepare you a gift for you.
**Camera Excellence Award**

**Do you know the World’s best pick of Excellent HDcctv and IP HD/Megapixel Camera? Let’s decide together!**

Numerous collections of HDcctv and IP HD/Megapixel camera are in the market today, but which one is the most competent? Secutech 2011 gathers the premiere HDcctv cameras and IP HD/Megapixel cameras from all leading brands at one display site and will run them under the same default environment. Displaying the image quality with the same brand/spec LCD monitor, the cameras will present their image capture power for Secutech visitors and a panel of judges to select the best performing one!

We invite “International Visitor” of Secutech 2011 to come to the presentation station of this camera contest, check their onsite performance and vote for the best one!

---

**HDcctv Finalist:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY NAME</th>
<th>CNB</th>
<th>EVERFOCUS</th>
<th>HSHARP</th>
<th>MICRODIGITAL</th>
<th>MINTRON</th>
<th>SHANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTEST CATEGORY</strong></td>
<td>HDcctv Camera</td>
<td>HDcctv Camera</td>
<td>HDcctv Camera</td>
<td>HDcctv Camera</td>
<td>HDcctv Camera</td>
<td>HDcctv Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRODUCT NAME (MODEL NUMBER)</strong></td>
<td>HG-P-203F</td>
<td>EQH5200</td>
<td>HS-HDC001</td>
<td>HDC-H4290C</td>
<td>MHD-63MG5H</td>
<td>SSC-WD2111MDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMAGE SENSOR</strong></td>
<td>1/3” progressive CMOS</td>
<td>1/2.5” CMOS</td>
<td>1/3” CMOS</td>
<td>1/3” CMOS</td>
<td>1/3” CMOS</td>
<td>1/3” CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RECOMMEND LENS</strong></td>
<td>DC-IRIS, Manual-IRIS</td>
<td>4~12 mm, 1:1, DC IRIS, L mount</td>
<td>Megapixel type 2.9-8.2mm F1.4 auto iris</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Megapixel Lens</td>
<td>Megapixel Lens: 2.8-12mm F1.4 auto iris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIN. ILLUMINATION</strong></td>
<td>0.5Lux(Color), 0.1Lux(Black&amp;White), 0.05Lux(DSS on)</td>
<td>0.02 Lux / F 1.2 (AGC ON)</td>
<td>0.05Lux/F1.2 (AGC on)</td>
<td>1.0Lux(Color), 0.5Lux(Black&amp;White)</td>
<td>0.001Lux(DSS on color)</td>
<td>0.1 lux @ F1.2 (AGC on)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESOLUTION</strong></td>
<td>800TVL(4:3 Chart/SXGA mode), 700TVL(16:9 Chart/720P mode)</td>
<td>1920x1080 / 1280x720 selectable</td>
<td>1280x1280(1.3M pixels)</td>
<td>1920x1080 / 1280x720</td>
<td>Up to 800 TVL</td>
<td>1280x720P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTROL FUNCTION</strong></td>
<td>AES/AGC/AWB/BLC/3D, DNR</td>
<td>AWB/AGC/AC/E/C/ BLC/ Mirror Gamma Correction/ Day&amp;Night</td>
<td>WDR/BLC/HLC/DNR/ATW</td>
<td>WDR/BLC/HLC/DNR</td>
<td>ATW</td>
<td>De-Fog/Fixed Shutter/ZD/DN/Eclipse/ Peak Level Iris/AGC/BLC/ AWB/Digital PTZ/Motion Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HD IMAGE FORMAT</strong></td>
<td>SMPTE 292M(1.485Gbps) : 1280x720P @50/60</td>
<td>1280x720P @50/60</td>
<td>720p(50/60) 50/1280x720p60@1280x720p50</td>
<td>1280x720p50fps</td>
<td>30fps(1280x1080)</td>
<td>1080p@25/30 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HD OUTPUT FORMAT</strong></td>
<td>SD/SDI</td>
<td>SD8BNC</td>
<td>SD8BNC</td>
<td>SD8BNC</td>
<td>SD8BNC/HDMI (Optional)</td>
<td>SD8BNC/HDMI/CBBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POWER SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td>12VDC, Max 3W</td>
<td>12VDC/24VAC</td>
<td>DC12V or AC24V</td>
<td>DC12V</td>
<td>DC12V</td>
<td>DC12V/350mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NIGHT VISION</strong></td>
<td>Auto/ Manual (Check Delay Time 0~1.5 sec)</td>
<td>IRC auto switch mode</td>
<td>IRC auto switch mode</td>
<td>IRC auto switch mode</td>
<td>IRC (Removable IR-Cut)</td>
<td>IRC auto switch mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTION FUNCTION</strong></td>
<td>Privacy Mask, Image Mirror</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10x8 motion area / 8 blocks private mask</td>
<td>3 Motion Detection</td>
<td>Removable IRC-cut Filter</td>
<td>SHANY P.0.C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALARM I/O</strong></td>
<td>1 in/1 out</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 in/1 out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Submit your second portion ballot of your badge at Booth M630-641 on upper floor and CAST YOUR VOTE NOW!

Only Two Days. Voting ends at 5.30 pm, April 22nd, Day 2.
IP HD/Megapixel Finalist:

- **ALARM I/O (OPTIONAL)**
- **NIGHT VISION**
- 8-20 V DC (PoE)
- **PoE**, 12V-48V DC, 24V AC
- **Multiple Power Input**
- **SPEED**
- **NAME (MODEL)**
- **PRODUCT**
- **RTCP, ICMP, DHCP, ARP, SOCKS.**
- **NTP, RTSP, RTP, TCP, UDP, IGMP,**
- **v2c/v3 (MIB-II), DNS, DynDNS,**
- **TLS*, QoS Layer 3 DiffServ, FTP,**
- **detection, active tampering**
- **2 MP and HDTV 1080p mode:**
  - Sharpness, contrast, white
  - **B/W:** 0.08 lux, F1.8
  - **Color:** 0.2 Lux
  - **15 meter IR Illumination**
  - **H.264 (MPEG4, Part 10)**
  - **60fps @ 800x600**
  - **54fps @ 1280x800**
  - **41fps @ 1472x960**
  - **18fps @ 2048x1536**
  - **30fps (1280x720)**
  - **25fps (1280x1024)**
  - **20fps (1920x1080)**
  - **13fps @ 2560x1600**
  - **11fps @ 2944x1920**
  - **1024 detection zones**
  - On-camera real-time
  - Sharpness, tint
  - **Programmable shutter speeds**
  - **>120dB**
  - **Auto Exposure (AE)**
  - **Day/Night: 0 Lux/f1.4,**
  - **704x480 NTSC**
  - **1024x768 XGA**
  - **1280x1024 (1.3 MP)** and HD
  - **and ISP, IMX035**
  - **Compliant)**
  - **24V, DC12V/1A, PoE: 802.3af**
  - **TCP/IP, UDP, ICMP, DHCP, NTP, DNS,**
  - **HTTPS, DNS, DDNS, SMTP, FTP,**
  - **HTTP, DHCP, ARP, ICMP, SNMP (MIB-2)**
  - **IPv4, IPv6, TCP/IP, UDP, ICMP,**
  - **RTP/RTCP, PPPoE, SMTP, FTP,**
  - **PPP, HTTP, HTTPS, DNS, DHCP,**
  - **WIFI, BLC/AWB/AGC WDR/BLC/AWB/AGC AES/AGC/AWB AWB/AGC/AES**
Digital/HD Surveillance Pavilion

2MP HDTV 720P PIR / LED Cube Network Cam (N8072)

As the manufacturer of IP surveillance products in Taiwan, 3S strives to deliver the best "Surveillance, Systems, and Service". With a professional R&D team, 3S focuses on offering H.264 / 2.5-Megapixel network cameras -High performance DVR and NVR -Powerful 128ch Video Management software(VMS) -Integrated all 3S devices including 512ch Central Management System(CMS). 3S team has the confidence to offer you good quality products, complete solution consultants, successful cases and on time delivery.

3S POCKETNET TECHNOLOGY INC. / N901-N903

CMOS Color HD Camera Module, HD CCTV Transmission Module

ADP CMOS color HD camera module is a compact design for HD IP Camera application and HD CCTV system. It outputs BT 1120 or YUV interface which carry the HD video signal as 1080P/30fps or 720P/60fps. The Camera Module uses a very sharp lens with 2.5X manual zoom coupled with a very high sensitive CMOS sensor, OV2715. Also a very powerful Fujitsu ISP is used to process the video signal so that it may fit the requirements (like high low light sensitivity, high dynamic range, etc.) for use in security or surveillance system. A separate HD-CCTV module used to accept, process and transmit HD-SDI video signal via traditional coaxial cable is also ready now for our customers.

A-DOPTRONICS TECHNOLOGY INC. / N1023

Mini IR Speed Dome Camera

IR Distance: 50M / IR LED: 0.36 – 36 LED/ Dome Dimension: 4.2 inch / Image Sensor: 1/4-inch,Interline Transfer CCD / Horizontal Resolution: colour:500TVL,De:570TVL

LENS: X10 optical f=3-38.0mm(f1.8) / Min. Illumination: Colour:0.6Lux; De:N0.002Lux / Pan range: 360°/continuous / Tilt range: 0°-50° / Slow: Max. speed: 0.1-60°/sec / Preset speed: 800°/sec / Preset accuracy: ±0.2°/ Preset points: 128

ACTIONTOP ELECTRONICS (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD. / N020-N026

Large-format Full HD CCTV Displays-RX-W42 & RX-W32

AG NeoVo brings the ideal combination of size and specs to the professional security environment. Review highly-detailed, smooth and accurate images on a bright Full HD display with AG NeoVo’s Advanced Image Platform™. Save costs and time by taking advantage of ultra-low power consumption, multiple video inputs and convenient Picture-in-Picture (PIP) options. All this, plus protective Neo™ Optical Glass, Anti-Blum™ technology, long-life screen and a durable metal frame, makes the RX-W42 and RX-W32 the most robust and advanced display choice for maximum surveillance performance.

AG NEOVO / M140-M143

WIRELESS GSM&SMS ALARM SYSTEM

CG-8800G8 GSM/SMS alarm system utilizes high quality GSM module to achieve intelligent remote transmission and remote control by phone and SMS operation. It breaks the limit of PSTN telephone transmission. Humanization design of bulk-in voice messages recorder, aligning zones self-definition and SMS notification, meets what you need. This affordable and cost-effective system can be widely used for apartment, villa, office ,store, shopping center, parking garage or other residential and commercial buildings. Call us now to enjoy the excellent performance and easy operation!

ASIA SECURITY TECHNOLOGY LIMITED (CHUANGH ANIMAL) / N918, N920

LED CCTV MONITOR

Unique 4:3 LED CCTV MONITOR leading the edge of security surveillance displays. Energy saving up to 40%, true color performance, longevity and more detailed 1000:1 higher contrast ratio. This is exactly one of the best CCTV monitors you are looking for.

AUSPICE STAR CO., LTD. / N102-N1015

4,8,16CH H.264 GIU DVR

The Economical High Performance H.264 DVR operate on embedded Linux for maximum reliability. The H.264 SoC processors utilize the H.264 compression technologies with outstanding picture quality, video streaming, large storage & more device interface. The Pentaplex real-time performance DVR was come with advance CMS software, every channel has built in with lightning protection, 400fps recording (4,8,16,16ch), support 1/4-1/36 segment playback, H.264 output™, multi-language supported, iPhone/ BlackBerry/ PDA/ Windows Mobile supported.

BL TECHNOLOGY INTL LTD / N040-N041

Hardware H.264 Codec Capture Board

DVI-D provides H.264 to the camera to send 1 to 32 channels of video, Audio, and Sensor inputs and 1 to 8 channels of relay outputs. The boards display and record maximum 960 fps at CIF, Half D1 and D1 resolution,

Hardware H.264 Codec processor. DVI-D supports IP cameras, Mega pixel IP cameras, HD-CCTV, and analog cameras. DVI-D provides software support to access and control remote DVR system, which is including CMS (Central Monitoring System), Web client, and Mobile Client (Windows Mobile Phone, iPhone, and BlackBerry). The software supports video analytic functions such as intrusion detector, people counting and ETC.

CHANCEC CO., LTD. / M1018, M1019

VIDEO OPTIC CONVERTER – 16V1D- DDT -D-T/ R1602DSF

Simultaneous transmission of 16-ch one way video signals & 2-ch one way multiprotocol data over 1 or 2 single core optical fiber. It features optical automatic gain control(OAGC).The system accepts analog baseband input signals and converts them to digital format for transmission, assuring high-quality video output at the receiver. The function of network management is optional, and the running status of the system can be monitored by inserting just one network-managing card.

CHANGZHOU HENGSONG ELECTRONIC S&I CO., LTD. / M1127

HD IP SPEED DOME CAMERA - HB-16SPA-II-180D1

The high performance and powerful media, single SOC chip, built in (ARM+DSP) and high-speed video image processing module, extreme CCD perform sensors, used to the standard H.264 main profile compression algorithms in a thin strip of its high quality image of transport and to support the UPNP function, convenience to plug-and-play, built-in web server, Use standard IE browser the user with a real lock of the prison and set up administrator.

CHANG ZHOU HONGREN TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD / L633-L635

Optic fiber converter

FTM-100 Media converter could transmit over single or dual fiber, single mode or multimode fiber. This product could achieve point to point, Bus or looped network etc. network mode.This product has high transmission speed and flexible network mode.

CHANGZHOU HUALONG COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / N107

Laser Intelligent Servo High Speed PTZ Camera

• Specific laser camera to penetrate obstacles of which ordinary camera is insurmountable, such as forest or camouflage nets. • The laser night vision range over 400 meters. • Laser with intelligent servo function, it not only incorporated with smart zoom camera synchronization, but also incorporated with an independent fine-tuning, adjusted with an integrated optical axis of external agencies. • It’s widely used at night, harsh environment, long distance, large-scale real-time monitoring of the occasion. • All-weather environmental design, protection grade up to IP68,360° continuously rotation, upward angle up to 180°. AC220V 6 cruising tracks, 128 preset positions.

CHANGZHOU MINKINGS ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. / M606-M611

VC-956W-------540TVL WDR Box Camera

*Horizontal Resolution up to 0.0001 *LUX(WDR) (Up to 72dB) *SN Ratio (more than 52dB) *Digital Zoom 20X *Area Motion detection *Flip Vertical and Mirroring *Digital Video output *Advanced SDI Image Enhancing Technology

CHINA SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE MANUFACTURING (PBC), INC. / M606-M611

HD-SDI Digital Video Recorder

CITRIN Co., Ltd publicly released 4ch HD-SDI DVR which supports max. 120 fps at 1080p 30 (V7304) last year. This product is the world’s first Full-HD Realtime recorder and still no other products have equivalent DVR. V7294 is Hybrid type HD-SDI DVR that users help to connect/record 2 HD-SDI Cameras for special site requires precise image plus 14 analog inputs that support 15 frames at D1 each channel. Cost effective HD-SDI DVRs are launched at this show. V7104 supports 60 fps at 720p 60 with remarkable price down. It will lead the trend of HD-SDI market to be more popular.

CITRIN Co., LTD. / N112, N1114

Smarty – Smart Black Box (Drive Recorder)

Smarty is the name of the most advanced drive recorders. Smarty contains Camera, G-Sensor, Audio In and GPS module (Option) and can record to SD card by shock, acceleration and manual. You can find full solutions of Drive Recorders with Smarty (from single channel Driver Recorder(BX0000UBX000) to 4ch Drive Recorder(BX4000)). With its leading edge technologies, ‘Smarty’ will secure your life and money as your Drive Partner.

D-TEG SECURITY CO., LTD. / N900, N902

DVR600T Series Stand alone DVR

*Support MAC OS *Smart phone realtime viewing *32CH full time playback (DVR600T) *E-Zoom viewing *Support man, aux and matrix video output *Customize voice alert function

DALI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / N621-N630

indicated stand numbers are for Secutech 2011
EDISecure® XID3000 Retransfer Card Printer

The EDISecure® XID3000 retransfer Card Printer is our latest universal and reliable printer for the complex and sophisticated printing and encoding requirements. It comes standard, single sided printing and it’s upgradable to double sided printing, bend correction, magstripe, single sided printing and it’s upgradable to double sided printing, bend correction, magstripe.

H.264 8/4CH Mobile DVR, DM-1708/1704

The DM-1708/1704 series are advanced mobile DVRs designed for use as a surveillance system for all types of vehicles. This mobile DVR series applies the latest H.264 compression technology for a longer record time and DVD quality video. It features a g-sensor, turning alarm, delayed on/off function, and an anti-vibration system. Built for a variety of vehicle standards, DM-1708/1704 are 10cm in size, support GPS routing with Google Maps, and can support with up to 2TB of storage size. Other features include event and time lapse recording, intelligent motion detection, and remote access through mobile phones and IE browsers.

Cat.6A PowerMAX+ Solution Product

Introduction

The DINTEK PowerMAX+ range of UTP cable products have been designed to and S/FTP product have been designed to support 10 Gigabit ethernet(10GBase-T), Installed as an end to end solution, and warranted under our DCl installer program for 25yres, DINTEK PowerMAX+ Cat.6A product are an obvious choice for providing an optimum speed, structured cabling solution, which delivers superior performance where speed, reliability and future proofing or long term tenancy is required.

PS-16H (16ch H.264 Standalone DVR)

Our PS-10H is the 16ch H.264 Standalone DVR. It has the better picture quality and stability. It is the right DVR for S.I business as it supports POS, 4 SATA HDD (3H), 4x Sp Slot output, 16ch Audio etc. Testing is believing. Please enjoy our quality through our extensive range of models.

Dome Covers with Harden Coating

Harden Coating refers to film the PC or PMMA dome cover with an organic silicide, which improves the Exview HAD CCD II 960H CCD image reproduction of colors. 30 pcs high-performance IR LEDs, easy adjustment for preferred focus, and extensive functionality are suitable for 24/7 surveillance.

4CH/8CH Full HD Box Camera

These OEM/ODM mini IR speed dome cameras are designed for 1/3” Sony 18x / Samsung 10x / China 10x / Taiwan CCD 600TVL, built-in 30pcs IR LEDs projects 25-30M, 360° continuously rotation, upward angle up to 90°, Chinese English OSD menu,6 cruising tracks and presettable positions and stay-time. Many function such as IP Network can be customized. They offer 10 selectable color covers (red/orange/yellow/green/blue/indigo/purple/black/white/silver) and three types for wall-mounted with vandal-proof, ceiling-mounted with vandal-proof and ceiling-mounted installation. Products are applied widely for indoor areas such as shopping malls, factories, hospitals, and etc. with very competitive price.

Cat.6A PowerMAX+ Solution Product

Introduction

The DINTEK PowerMAX+ range of UTP and S/FTP product have been designed to support 10 Gigabit ethernet(10GBase-T), Installed as an end to end solution, and warranted under our DCI installer program for 25yres, DINTEK PowerMAX+ Cat.6A product are an obvious choice for providing an optimum speed, structured cabling solution, which delivers superior performance where speed, reliability and future proofing or long term tenancy is required.

DIANE TECHNOLOGY CORP . / N1000, N1002

ET&T TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N1126

FACEID TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N1108-N1111

GKB SECURITY CORPORATION / M717- M725

GOMAX ELECTRONICS, INC / N1204,N1206

HD-N7150DSI

This model integrates a third-generation DSP chip and boasts resolutions of up to 600TVL. It also features 3D-DNR (sens-up) and IR functions, allowing for capture of vivid, sharp images even under ultra-low light levels without saturation.

HIDPRO CO., LTD / M621-M629

HCX9W63

• Hybrid WDR box camera with external IR • 600TVL • 3D digital noise reduce • 0.00029 lux (sense up,256x) • Motion detection and relay output • RS485 control compatibility with Pelco D protocol • Outdoor housing optional

HI SHARP / M514-M519

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

HI SHARP / M514-M519

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)

HOSUEI CORPORATION / M337-M342

AVIGILON 16MP HD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTION

16MP, 11MP, 5MP, 3MP, 2MP complete series IP cameras. Complete solution provider (JPEG2000, H.264, MPEGA, M-JPEG)
Digital/HD Surveillance Pavilion

HLC-958H

The HUNT CMOS IP camera, HLC-958H is with a 1.3-megapixel sensor can deliver clear and detailed images, 3-DFNR technology dramatically cleans up the noise in video frames, include WDR enhancement, users can identify image details in extremely bright as well as dark environments. Integrated with H.264 compression technology, HLC-958H can reducing file size and save the network bandwidth. The HUNT IP camera have more feature, such as 2-way audio, ICR (IR-cut filter Removable) for day / night surveillance, PoE (Power over Ethernet), by offering a free bundle 36 channel recording software, people can easily setup a surveillance system.

HUNT ELECTRONIC / M440-M445

HM-Z550IR Adjustable Vari-Focal and Waterproof(IP-68) IR camera with cable management bracket

HM-Z550IR is with 70 units IR LED, HM-Z550IR can capture high quality day and night image at 580TVL, using Sony Super HAD color CCD sensor and Sony Effio E DSP, 4.9mm, 9.2mm or 5-50mm vari focal lens for zoom and focus adjustment. The cable management bracket has the function of limitless angles, it is able to manage power cable and signal cable and make the appearance be more artistic installation. Quality function and carrying with waterproofing IP-68, CE, FCC and RoHS approvals. Suggesting you have a sample test, you will recognize what the amazing camera is. Please contact us for more information.

HWAN MING ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. / N1208, N1210

IPE-360 Panoramic Evaluation Kit


ISUZU OPTICS CORP. / N101

Low-cost outdoor IP Camera with plug n play p2p network Viewing

Aiming entry-level consumer electronics and home security market, our latest IP-565M low-cost IP camera come with an IP-55 Weather-proof metal housing body in compact and smart design, only at 84 x 41.5mm in size, weights only 160 gms; which is ideal for both indoor & outdoor installation. This camera is featuring with unique plug n play network remote viewing by simply log in if IP on PC from Smartphone with free APP software for iPhone & Android OS, it also equip with IR LEDs and IR-cut filter switch for accurate daylight color and good night vision performance.

JSW PACIFIC / N923-N925

DIY Surveillance COMBO KIT

Combo Kit is able to easily create a safety zone for you. It can be connected to monitors of either NTSC or PAL standards. With the high-quality of H.264 MPEG4 codec, infrared, waterproof camera, and mobile capabilities, Combo Kit provides you real-time monitoring through your mobile phone, achieving the highest level of safety protection.

KGUARD INFORMATION CO.,LTD. / M1114-M1117

High Res. WDR / DNR / OSD Camera

1. More than 650TV lines with SONY 960H CCD + Effio DSP
2. High sensitivity to reach 0.001 Lux (F1.0)
3. Multi-function OSD control : ATR / WDR / DNR / HLC / PRIVACY / MOTION
4. New color signal processing for high color reproduction
5. Dynamic and Static white pixel compensation

KINGDOM COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATED LTD. / L627-L632

Fine Eye Series (HDcctv Camera)

The KTBC Fine Eye Series provides a high definition digital image performance using the 2.1-megapixel CMOS captures full 1080p HD at 30fps and the 1.3-megapixel CMOS grabs 720p HD at 30fps. They are good enough to grab real-time HD video at 30fps and provide clear and clean images in low-light situation with IR LED function. Fine Eye Series deliver digital high-definition video by using HD-SDI (BNC) over coaxial cable, it offers successively greater cost effectiveness and easy-to-use for surveillance. To use in various situation, there are box type (KPC-HDX331C/M), vandal proof dome types (KPC-HDXV/N/V500) and right view type (KPC-HD707F) in Fine eye series.

KTBC CO., LTD. / N700-N705

Anti-vibration system supporting 3G & Wi-Fi connections

TWITTER, anti-vibration system, approved by US Military Standard, MIL-STD-810F 54.5 C vibration test. TWITTER is able to support 3G & Wi-Fi connections and protect the system from crash when suffering from shake or any other regular/consistently vibration. It is a PC-based All In One System, which can integrate as many functions as possible, such as 3G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth connections. TWITTER is the best solution for Car PC, mobile solution, industrial application and Server. We provide stable and reliable protection design of TWITTER to protect and maintain your treasure system.

LEX COMPUTECH CO., LTD. / N912-N915

V3C000 – Body Worn Video System

V3C000, a resilient TWO CAMERA surveillance system, Main portable waterproof DVR in compact size with built-in 3.5” LCD for ease of viewing, primary camera are equipped with a variety of mounts and infra red LED enabled secondary chest camera for low light situations. Body worn cameras have been launched for law enforcement across UK, particularly useful with domestic violence, anti-social behavior and alcohol-related crimes. A safety, justice and reassurance tool for law enforcement.

LONG IN TECH CO., LTD. / M1220-M1223

Vandalproof Mini 10X Speed Dome Camera (LPTA10XSG)

Vandalproof Mini PTZ Speed Dome Camera (LPTA10XSG) offers successively greater cost effectiveness and easy-to-use for surveillance. To use in various situation, there are box type (KPC-HDX331C/M), vandal proof dome types (KPC-HDXV/N/V500) and right view type (KPC-HD707F) in Fine eye series.

MINTRON ENTERPRISE CO.,LTD. / N712-N715

MDC-H4290C (2.0 MP HD CCTV Camera)

Micro Digital’s MDC-H4290C is 2.0 Mega-Pixel Camera over Coaxial Cable (HD CCTV Camera). One of the biggest benefits to use HD CCTV Camera is that you can enjoy megapixel video resolution without doing complicated works required for using IP megapixel camera. It’s just plug and play. Features of MDC-H4290C: Panasonic 2MP CMOS sensor / SMPTPE 292M Compatible / Excellent Video Quality of 1080p 30fps / Supports Composite Video / 2D/3D NR / Digital Zoom (X62) / 3-Auto (AE/AV/BAL/WB) control / OPC (Dead Pixel Correction, Live & 1024 Static) / BLC (Black Level Compensation : Digital Clamp) / CI(Color Interpolation) / LSC Lens Shading Correction / ACC

MICRO DIGITAL INC. / L637-L657

3G-SDI Real-time Megapixel Video with Value-added Functions

The latest 3G-SDI 720p/1080p camera is available with value-added functions, such as XDR (Expanding Dynamic Range), Fog Reduction, 2D/3D Noise Reduction, E-Jitter, IR-Cut Filter, Peak Level IRIS, BLC, Motion detection, Fisheye Distortion Acorrection and Auto Gain Control to adapt difficult monitoring environments. XDR is one of enhance dark scenes and suppress highlight based on histogram with adaptive tone mapping (ATM) which is the technology used in Wide Dynamic Range (WDR). Simultaneous video outputs—digital and analog signal, supports six types of formats with 720p at 50/60Hz, 1080p at 25/30Hz, and NTSC/PAL for satisfying more needs in the high-definition market.

MINTRON ENTERPRISE CO.,LTD. / N712-N715

Solar + PoE Battery Charger

The BC-5012 series are used in 12V Lead Acid battery charging with Solar panel and PoE. The input voltage range of Solar panel is 18V to 38V and the POE is 18V to 57V. There are two outputs, one is at rear terminal that always is 12V/2.1A and another one is 4A/5 up that can be 12Vdc, 18Vdc, 24Vdc and 48Vdc etc of PoE output. The BS-5012 series has many protections for safety issue.

MITS COMPONENT & SYSTEM CORP. / N107

NVP2400

Our brand new mega-pixel CMOS sensor ISP, NVP2400, uses groundbreaking technology to offer improved image quality. This ISP uses all of our extensive experience in video surveillance industry to offer a level of imaging performance not previously possible in other ISPs. It support most of the output formats including IP camera, HD-SDI let alone high-end analog CCTV application. It performs outstanding image processing with embedded fast 8051 MCU and SDRAM. It provides the stable and high quality video output which is suitable for security camera. It receives 12-bits parallel or sub-LVDS CMOS sensor inputs and provides BT.656, BT.1120, YC 16bits and SMPTE 292M Compatible / Excellent Video Quality of 1080p 30fps / Supports Composite Video / 2D/3D NR / Digital Zoom (X62) / 3-Auto (AE/AV/BAL/WB) control / OPC (Dead Pixel Correction, Live & 1024 Static) / BLC (Black Level Compensation : Digital Clamp) / CI(Color Interpolation) / LSC Lens Shading Correction / ACC

NXTCHIP CO., LTD. / M504-M507

White Light LED Auto Motion Detector Camera

This product will detect the motion of the object automatically to frighten those thieves with light meanwhile catch the key moment! With its intimidation function, it’s better than other hidden product! Since it’s IP55 Weather-Proof certified, it’s perfect for outdoor usage! It can be installed at the entrance of public place as welcome greeting. For house and apartment, it can keep you away from any possible dangerous by saving time of standing outside of the door finding the key under darkness! Light up timing, lighting time and sensitivity are adjustable to meet your needs.

NIMAX TELECOM CO., LTD. / N1022-N1024
**Digital/HD Surveillance Pavilion**

**OFK-IR799/OM Sony Effio 700TVL IR Night Vision Camera with OSD61CR**

The OFK-IR799/OM IR Night Vision Camera adopts a Sony 1/3" HD CCD image sensor and a complete Effio solution to achieve up to ultra high resolution 700TVL. Built-in 5pcs II 8 IR-LED with 9-22mm varifocal lens, max 50-60m working distance while LED on. External focus and zoom adjustable, cable through bracket. OSD function is controlled by cable. It supports Mechanical IR-Cut Filter and 8 languages including Chinese, English, Japanese, French, German, Russian, Spanish, Portuguese. Dual voltage DC12V/AC24V is available.

**OFK TECHNOLOGIES COMPANY LIMITED / N524**

**OSD8217 HD/SDI Tx/Rx Pair**

OSD8217 can be used for any broadcast application to send HD/SDI signals from 19.4Mps to 1.485Gbps over fiber optic cable. OSD8217 also features monitoring port on both the transmitter and receiver unit. OSD8217 is available with built in bypassable automatic reclocking at 143Mps, 270Mmps, 360Mmps, 540Mmps and 1.485Gbps. OSD will be demonstrating a complete range of HD/SDI series products during Secutec 2011 in Taipei. Please come and discuss your requirement with our friendly staff.

**OPTICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN PTY LTD. / N1004, N1006**

**FTD1100DMicro**

The FTD1100Micro series supports optical transmission of 8-bit PCM coded video and one bi-directional data through one multimode or singlemode optical fiber. It is currently the smallest transmitter/receiver pair among all OT Systems products. The transmitter only occupies limited space for easy installation within most camera housings.

**OT SYSTEMS LTD. / M920, M922**

**Panacom Full DVR Range with Inclusive User App**

Each surveillance system is equipped with an outstanding feature: "The new Huggy Compact Dvrs are upgradeable so that they adapt to changing user needs." *Rekon is a Rechargeable DVR that is vibration-resistant and a guarantee of robustness of system, and Support your requirement with our friendly staff.

**SHENZHEN BESTECH ELECTRONICS CO. LTD / N1121**

**HD SLOC SYSTEM**

**FD2-950 Full HD Surveillance System**

FD2-950 is a Full HD surveillance system designed for the most demanding applications. The system includes a high performance Full HD (1080P) matrix controller, 16ch D1 stand alone DVR solution, system enables customers to save tons of CAPAX by bridging the fluid video transmission effect. Built-in Web Server allows users to conveniently carry out remote control via Internet Explorer. Furthermore, central management software can be used for integrated surveillance and management of multiple network cameras, so it is very easy to build large video surveillance system.

**SHENZHEN TONGLI INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N719, N721, M920, M922**

**16ch D1 real-time DVR solution**

16ch D1 stand alone DVR solution, system support 400/480pbs. H.264 recording for D1 and 8ch real-time playback. H.264 compression ensures better image quality and lower code stream. Powerful CPU techniques allows better power consumption, a guarantee of robustness of system, and Support your requirement with our friendly staff. The images you see and record can only be as good as the images produced by your CCTV security cameras. So, what is your choice? Would you like to live with safety under the RJ’s Security DSP camera system? Here is RJ for you.

**SHANGHAI TONGLI INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / N1116**

**IR speed dome camera**

**SHENZHEN TONGLI INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N1116**

**IR speed dome camera**

**FTD1100DMicro**

The FTD1100Micro series supports optical transmission of 8-bit PCM coded video and one bi-directional data through one multimode or singlemode optical fiber. It is currently the smallest transmitter/receiver pair among all OT Systems products. The transmitter only occupies limited space for easy installation within most camera housings.

**SHENZHEN FENGTAIDA ELECTRONICS CO., LTD / N722- N725**

**SN-IRC5920AHSDN**

**Intelligent IR technology from Sunell gives better images than ever.** Combined with the Effio-E DSP for the best possible resolutions and functions. We use a special technique where the monitoring of over exposed images due to too highly powered LEDs is constantly adjusted to give that all important visibility level. This benefits the LEDs prolonging their life, generating also less heat, and thus a more reliable product. Unlike others we do not just change the AGC on camera which would increase the noise levels on the picture.

**SHENZHEN SUNELL TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION / N1005, N1007**

**Stand Alone DVR**

**SHENZHEN TONGSON AGES TECH CO., LTD / N1014, N1016**

**Waterproof Single Channel Passive UTP Video Transceiver. Model: VZ-1PVP**

**VZ-1PVP is single channel passive video balun/transceiver. Being seamless it’s waterproof. It allows transmission of real-time and high-performance color or monochrome (B/W) CCTV video over UTP cable. Being tiny enough it can be easily equipped saving space. VZ-1PVP can be used as either transmitter or receiver.**

**SHENZHEN UTP SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N1119**

**Megapixel waterproof High Speed Dome IP Camera**

**SHENZHEN WISION TECHNOLOGY HOLDINGS LIMITED / N929**
Exhibitor Spotlights
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360 Fish-Eye IP Camera

One Camera Solution - Panoramic view with storage, camera itself is a basic surveillance solution. * Cost Effective - IC-315-4 or more cameras, cost effective in device wise and installation wise. Pure hardware solution, price competitive in panorama cameras. * Less Maintenance - No moving parts covers 360° view, motor defect concern free. IC-315 IP CAMERA SPEC: Dome Type / 2 Megapixel, H.264/MJPEG multiple streams, Featured with 360 degree Fish-Eye Lens, Advanced e-PTZ, preset point, auto pan, auto patrol Day & Night with mechanical ICR, Micro SD card for local storage, Two-way audio, Power over Ethernet (PD636E), Wireless IEEE802.11 b/g/n (PD636W)

SHINSOFT CO., LTD / M346-M349

Wireless camera scanner

VS-125 Wireless camera scanner covers three frequency bands: 1.2GHz, 2.4GHz, 5.8GHz. can detect and display the video and audio of multiple hidden wireless cameras on multiple frequencies at the same time. Can detect the signals up to 300 ft. VS-125 can identify the video system of detected signal, and the speaker will display the voice if there is audio signal with the wireless camera. It has three AV outputs allow for recording the video and audio of all three frequency bands simultaneously. Please visit us at booth No. N817 for more information.

SIANGSUI INDUSTRIAL CORP. / N817

SCL-159SL Hybrid All In One Camera

The SCL-159SL is a 600TVL Super IR Camera with illuminator: D/N-3 (2D-3D) & true D/N with Sense-Up (X512) performance. True 600TV lines high quality images by WS DSP in all lighting conditions. Smart-IR controls correct image from strong IR illuminator. 2.8-11mm, 650mm @1000mm IRC Lens are available Easy installation through junction box & easy adjust OSD & Lens in front of body. Radiant distance up to 100M & 15 language support. Useful options of DC12V/2AC24D Dual power, UTP & RS-485 communication. Strong aluminum housing for outdoor with ivory & dark gray color.

SICAM SYSTEMS. LTD / L1128

HDMI CAT5 Extra Long Range Extender over Single CAT5 Cable 100 Meters (HE02E)

On the Smart Cabling & Transmission stand, the company is demonstrating its HE02E HDMI Extra long range CAT5 Extender, using only one cost effective CAT5e/6 cable to extend HDMI signal from HD DVR to HD TV monitor up to 100 meters at 1920x1080p resolution. With high quality non-compressed transmission technology to deliver significant value to the HD CCTV solution commercial and entertainment system. It is also have high end version which allows bi-directional RS232 and IR signal to be carried, enabling remote control and 3D, Dolby TrueHD audio supported.

SMART CABLEING & TRANSMISSION CORP. / N901, N903

WE-0824P 16CH Hybrid DVR Card Kit

This hybrid DVR card kit is comprised of capture card, alarm I/O card and DDM module which embeds Softwell’s Linux-based software. With H.264 compression, DT resolution and Linux DVR software, this powerful WE-0824P 16CH hybrid card kit can absolutely offer users the best surveillance quality and reliability wherever from local or remote site.

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N804, N806

Board Camera SW-200/SW-201 EFFIO-E Series

The High-Performance Effio-E SW-200/SW-201 with built-in new color signal processing for high color reproduction and 2D noise reduction can enhance clearer image display. Besides, the horizontal resolution for SW-200/201 is up to 650 TV, with 960H CCD, the built-in preset OSD menu and wide dynamic range can be used in any environment.

SUNNIC TECHNOLOGY & MERCHANDISE INC. / L514-L519

RF/MICROWAVE Connectors and related Cable Assemblies

BNC, TNC, N, RCA, UHF, Mini UHF, 1/6.6, 1/8.2, SMA, SM1, SM2, SMBT43, MMXC, MCM, FME, PAL, F MATV/CATV System, Hand tools, Cable Assemblies etc.

SUPER PILOT ENTERPRISE CORP., LTD / N1020

High Resolution 600 TV Lines DNR Box Camera with Samsung DSP Winner V

The high resolution DNR camera SBSS-2YAT realizes genuine cost effectiveness with absolutely no compromise on quality. SBSS-2YAT is powered by an advanced DSP chip from SAMSUNG Winner V, which enables DNR (Digital Noise Reduction), Semi-WDR, Disk Saving Effect, Day & Night Function, Privacy Masking, Wide Range Auto Tracking Balance, and OSD (On Screen Display). It shows the high resolution color images of 600 TV lines 10 times during the day and equally high-quality images at night, intelligent motion detection, privacy masking and on-screen display for easy set are all supplied as standard with the SBSS-2YAT.

SURVEILLANCE SERVE / N916

CH-1200LG GSM Outdoor Security Camera

This GSM outdoor camera is specially designed for surveillance outdoors which are far away from internet access, like home office, house, farm, warehouse etc. Insert a SIM CARD, and then you can make the surveillance online all day, no cable work.

This camera supports: IP66 rating; Motion detection; Wireless sensors and remote control; arm/disarm and snapshot by SMS text and instant alarm via SMS/MMS/Data collection with sensors; remote control; arm/disarm and snapshot control by on-screen display for easy set are all supplied as standard with the SBSS-2YAT.

This GSM outdoor camera is specially designed for surveillance outdoors which are far away from internet access, like home office, house, farm, warehouse etc. Insert a SIM CARD, and then you can make the surveillance online all day, no cable work.

SWIT ELECTRONICS LTD. CORP. / N816, N818, N820

M13V 288IR

M13V_288IR is a 3 Megapixel IR corrective CS-mount lens with an aperture of f/2.2. This lens accommodates an image size of 1/2.7”, and the focal length of 2.8-8 mm provides an angle of view of over 100°. Designed with Intelligent Vision Security BNC is an innovative and user-friendly portable IVS device. Designed with Intelligent Vision Security BNC technology, BNC can automatically detect and track intruders breaking into a house/officeshop through the Wall/Window/Door for 24/7 surveillance service. The real-time alarm will be set off on the remote site and the on-the-spot image will be instantly sent to the user via the on-the-spot image will be instantly sent to the user or the police. Utechzone’s superior image processing technologies enhance BNC’s remarkably low false alarm rate. BNC can be used in offices, homes, malls, exits/entrances, etc. Detection of missing objects/ moved objects, object statistics and people counting are also available.

UTECHZONE CO., LTD. / N506-N507

5G GSM IP Camera Series

This series IP cameras utilize GSM networking to transmit video, audio, and commands. The advantage is people do not need a fixed Internet connection and cameras are portable to everywhere. Therefore it is good for managers & experts to monitor and advice the works remotely and can be unfixed anywhere. Best surveillance quality and reliability wherever from local or remote site.

TAMRON CORP., LTD. / M726-M733

3G GSM IP Camera Series

Security LCD monitors and Cameras and DVR products

Our LCD security monitors provide remote-controlled PIP functionality. These items also feature two sets of BNC inputs and outputs, in addition to HDMI compatible inputs. Our security LCD monitors features provides VGA, S-video and CVBS (BNC) input and output and have 3D de-interlace and 3D comb filter and supports PIP and remote control function and 12V DC input when at standby mode, power consumption is less than 1W to meet Energy Star regulation. Ambient light detection and brightness auto adjustment function is available at customer’s request for OEM project. LCD monitors multi interface support for VGA, DVI, HDMI function.

TELEVIE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION / N827, N829

Laser IR High Speed Dome Camera TC-D2600-LWI

High integration of laser and IR LED, ideal choice for night vision surveillance with IR distance exceeding 200 meters, IR LED working service > 30,000 hours. Applied with multiple camera blocks, manual pan speed 0.0”—120°/second, preset speed 180°/second, IP 66 waterproof.

TJNAIN TYANDI DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / M450-M453

HD SDI CCTV

TVT’s HD SDI CCTV consists of HD SDI DVR, HD SDI camera and accessories like repeater and SDI/HDMI converter. The whole system supports up to 4CH 1080P/960 real time recording and playback, plus other channels recording @D1/CIF. It supports ISATA HDD, up to 16TB, and 2 Eata for external storage. IPSAN is also supported. HD SDI CCTV is an alternative against megapixel IP solution. Not like IP, HD SDI CCTV uses coaxial cable, same as CCTV, without concern of delay and low bandwidth as IP does. Non-compressed video (in live mode) makes everything even clearer than same level IP.

TVT DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / M908-M913

TPH 6600-930 PoE

The TPH-6600-930 series Camera Housing is constructed from die-cast aluminum alloy powder coated with finished and equipped is compatible with an adjustable Fully-Cable Managed Mounting Bracket, BR-13. The product is CE certified and has environmental protection level IP 68 or IP 44 with ventilation hole, Reach and RoHS compliance. Power source equipped with IEEE 802.3at Plus Compliant 30W PoE.

UNITECHNO CORPORATION / L520-L525

BNC- Personal Intelligent Vision Security Device

BNC is an innovative and user-friendly portable IVS device. Designed with Intelligent Vision Security technology, BNC can automatically detect and track intruders breaking into a house/officeshop through the Wall/Window/Door for 24/7 surveillance service. The real-time alarm will be set off on the remote site and the on-the-spot image will be instantly sent to the user or the police. Utechzone’s superior image processing technologies enhance BNC’s remarkably low false alarm rate. BNC can be used in offices, homes, malls, exits/entrances, etc. Detection of missing objects/ moved objects, object statistics and people counting are also available.

UTECHZONE CO., LTD. / N506-N507
Digital/HD Surveillance Pavilion

3G/HD/SDI fiber optic transmission product
The cost-effective broadband HD signal fiber transmission solution for CCTV HD signal long distance transmission. No delay, adjustment free, wide operating temperature range.

VADSYS DIGITAL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. / N1019

23X Zoom Vandal Proof IP Speed Dome IR Camera
This multi-functional 23X Zoom Vandal-proof Speed Dome camera is an integration of the state-of-the-art technologies. H.264 video compression format for remote live monitoring and easy control. Users can access smooth & live images through the real-time and synchronized audiovisual stream. Multi-language control interface for various choices. Intelligent motion detection and alarm trigger to sure 100% security. In addition, we also provide IR LED for options. Mechanical IR-cut filter can provide vivid color image and avoid focus shift in the dark. Its ideal design is suitable for 24 hours surveillance. This sophisticated housing design which includes user friendly and easy to operate, web-based system administration, powerful system event and image log, and interoperability.

WEIHAI SYSTEMS CORPORATION / M446-M449

Outdoor 45M IR camera with built-in vari-focal lens
IP66 weatherproof bullet IR camera with elegant design and durable materials. Sony CCD, both high and normal resolution are available. Up to 45M IR projection distance, built in 4mm-vari-focal lens, easy and convenient internal lens adjustment. Cable management bracket protects the camera from outside tampering. This camera is ideal for outdoor installations in places that are not well lit at night. The vari-focal lenses enables installation in different places and the lens can be adjusted according to the situation and customer preference.

X-CORE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / M1014-M1017

CCTV Coaxial Transmission
Are you annoyed by too many Cable Lines? Have you ever wondered why there is Video Loss and Interference caused from other sources? Do you have Trouble with long video transmission and Cast lots of money on cables, labor, maintenance? This solution provides an easy way to solve the cabling problem.

S774-4D

Built-in latest SONY Effio DSP and 960H video compression and JPEG image capture > 1/2.8” 3.0 Megapixel SONY progressive CMOS image sensor > HD-IPC-HF3300P(N-W) > 1/2.8” 3.0 Megapixel SONY progressive scan Exmor CMOS image sensor > High performance TI DaVinci series DSP > H.264 video compression and JEPG image capture > 15fps at 3.0(MP1080x576) and 25/30fps at 1080P resolution > Dual encoding streams supported > Support ICR true Day/Night > Support CCT Auto Iris lens > Support Alarm I/O, RS485 and RS232 interface > Max 320GB hot-swappable SD card for local storage > Wi-Fi(802.11b/g) > Support D1/CV/CACV24 dual power supply, POE > Built-in web server, NVR, SSM & CMS

ZHEJIANG DAHUA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / M1022, M1023

APRO-5005 Outdoor Wireless Surveillance Solution is designed for IP Cameras
which includes user friendly and easy to operate, web-based system administration, powerful system event and image log, and interoperability.

3SI TECHNOLOGY TAIWAN LTD. / M1224, M1226

IP Equipment Pavilion

ARay 3MP
ARay 3MP uses 1/2.8” CMOS sensor and is a 3 Megapixel (max. 2048x1536 with 20fps), Color & DN IP camera. It provides H.264, MPEG4 and MJPEG compression, multi-surveillance, embedded web server, built-in motion detection, I/O, built-in microphone and security protection (password required). ARay 3MP also supports SD card (max. 32GB), PoE, audio output and TCP/IP, RTSP, DHCP, HTTP, FTP, etc. protocols. 100% Made in Taiwan. High quality reliability and performance. Visit J102-J103 (IF) or www.accordance.com.tw for more related products information.

ACCORDANCE SYSTEMS INC. / J1012, J1013

TD300 PERSONAL GPS TRACKER
Real time tracking. Web-based Software. Easily set up. Track the objects thru whatever has browser to internet, such as PC, notebook, mobile phone, iPad and etc. You can also send SMS to ask the address of positioned point from your handy phone.

ADVANCE VISION ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. / K520, K521

PVS-500
Advantech’s Digital Surveillance solutions provide rugged in-house platforms and components, and complete surveillance software which aims to serve a variety of mission critical applications focused on safety and security issues. Through strict quality process control and certified systems, the hardware which Advantech provides demonstrates high reliability under 24x7 operations. In addition to its comprehensive software solution, Advantech also offers a comprehensive software suite to deliver a comprehensive end-to-end solution.

ADVANCETECH CO., LTD. / K1200-K1207

Afreey H.264 Pan/Tilt/10X Zoom Dome IP Camera
The ADC-3000H Vandal-Proof IP dome provides precise pan tilt performance RSCS and has 10X optical zoom with strong feature of 3D auto location for quick aiming the target. Support H.264/ MPEG4/MJPEG multi-codex and multi-streaming Star light mode for day/night monitoring Support PoE function Built-in SD and USB slots for local storage Built-in Samba function for storing images/video at local area network directly Support connectivity with iPhone, smart phones and multi browsers.

ADFREEY INC. / K1309, K1311

Dahua 1/2.8”, 3MP CMOS Full-HD 1080P Network Camera—DH-IPC-HF3300P(N-W)
Dahua's 1/2.8”, 3MP CMOS Full-HD 1080P Network Camera—DH-IPC-HF3300P(N-W) provides high performance remote monitoring due to high quality HD image and ideal performance in various environments.

ZHENGJIAO DAHAU TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / M612-M620

AccuFACE Facial Recognition System
AccuFACE is the world’s first truly IR-based embedded facial recognition system and is designed for access control, time & attendance, and user authentication applications. It has many features...
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**ALINKING**

**K1211 - K1214**

2 Mega-Pixel HD 720p/H.264 IR Dome Camera (ALC-9371P)

We are proud to announce our newly-released 2 mega-pixel IR dome camera - ALC-9371P is designed for both in/outdoor applications. It adopts a high performance 1/3" megapixel CMOS sensor (1600x1200) with H.264/MJPEG codec and 720p HD image. Furthermore, it has Megapixel Varifocal Lens (3.6-13mm) with DC Iris, Mechanical ICR and IR 15M. ALC-9371P supports 2 way audio, 3GP, built-in PoE (802.3.at) and SD card slot (SD/SDHC) for local storage. With IP66 and vandal-resistant certification, it makes ALC-9371P to be the most popular indoor/outdoor 2 Mega-Pixel IR Dome Camera.

**AVM804, 1.3 Megapixel IVS Network Camera**

AVM804, a 1.3 mega-pixel network camera, functions like a miniature of traditional surveillance system with one IVS DVR, one DBN camera 8 one PIR device, but it is simpler, lighter, more exquisite, easier-to-setup, and the most important of all, more convenient to access from any web page, any smartphone (iPhone or android), or any computer. The 1280 x 720P HD quality picture this device will provide remarkable high crisp quality pictures and recordings that can only be found in more expensive devices. Also with features like 2GB built in memory , RTSP , POE, Motion detection, schedule recording, RSS notification, My Web & Ez Blog Technology, CNT, this device will make your life much easier and customization has never been easier.

**EV8180F 5 Megapixel IP Box Camera**

EV8180F which is a high quality HDTV camera with high-definition, ideal for 24H video surveillance systems where sharper and greater image details are a necessity. It provides 5M resolution at 10fps, perfect for securing areas where high quality identification is needed, such as access controls, airports, and shopping malls. The EV8180F with 5M resolution delivers 16.4 times the resolution of a conventional VGA camera. Furthermore, The Evrovision EV818F in addition to offering intelligent capabilities such as video detection, audio detection, and alarm notification also provides up to 8 independent streaming RDIs (Region-of-Interest) which dramatically reduces the network load.

**Endeavor HD+SD 4H4 DVR, EHHS200 and EDHS240**

Endeavor HD+SD 4H4 DVR is a powerful, full featured, embedded hybrid DVR. It can process that total of 32chs from 4 HDCCTV cameras, as well as the video from 4 analog cameras, for live viewing and H.264 recording at HD resolutions of 1080p or 720p, plus real-time 30fps at DI recording capability on all 4 analog cameras. Besides the EHHS200 box camera, we also launch two HDCCTV dome cameras, EHHS2500 and EDHS240, simultaneously. The variety of Endeavor HDCCTV solution enables you to set up your surveillance system flexibly.

**iDVS-01 1 Channel H.264 Intelligence Video Encoder**

iDVS-01 (Intelligence Digital Video Server) not only offer highly-effective H.264 Video but also can analyze and identify at front side when the rule of alarm event were set up. Once event is triggered, iDVS-01 will transmit a video and snapshot with object frame and send alarm message to Alarm server and NVR.

**EMVI200 12 Channels Mobile DVR**

EverFocus EMVI200 mobile DVR is based on H.264 compression technology. The choice of 8 or 12 camera configuration with real-time recording (30fps/640x480 resolution, frame rate independently configurable over cameras) along with comprehensive features including embedded 3-axis sensor function enable the almost universal application of this DVR series. EMVI200 supports various interfaces such as 3 x USB / RS-485 / RS-232 / GPS port and optional control panel / panic button / CAN bus. Molex connectors enhance anti-shock and vibration mechanism. EMVI200 also supports wireless 802.11 as an option and can be equipped with an explosion-proof black box to keep the last minute recording clip for testimony.

**EVERFOCUS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION / M708-M716**

**COMPRO PRO RS-2212 NVR**

RS-2212 is a dual-bay Network Video Recorder designed for surveillance applications in small and mid-sized businesses. It is capable of recording 12 megapixel channels simultaneously while providing full PTZ control and streaming live view from cameras. Its embedded robust Linux system is highly reliable and virtually invincible from virus and hacker attacks. The RS-2212 offers advanced data backup and protection features including Raid-0 and Raid-1 support and a one-touch backup button for speedy and easy data backup to USB storage devices. Better yet, the intelligent and intuitive Compro Wizard is also coming to the RS-2212. With it, setting up the device is as easy as it is on all Compro IP surveillance products.

**COMPRO TECHNOLOGY INC. / K820-K823**

**Brainchild CAM530**

The Brainchild CAM530 is the advanced network mini dome camera delivering clear and smooth image display provided by 1080P resolution at 30 fps. With compact design for quick and easy installation, CAM530 offers wide field of view to cover large monitored scene. In order to protect physical and environmental safety, CAM 530 maintains long-term reliable operation and high secured performance under any environment. User-friendly interface and smart video management system are also offered for users to monitor live view and to manage recording videos conveniently.

**Bluestar Secutech INC. / K012**

**1.3 Megapixel Fixed Box Network HD Camera**

**Brainchild ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. / K006, K007**

**Brainchild CAM530**

**ASONI COMMUNICATIONS CO., LTD. / K724-K727**

**COMPRO TECHNOLOGY INC. / J25-J336**

**H.264 2 Mega-Pixel IR-30M Network IP66 CMSO Camera**

**CAM624M comes with the most comprehensive features you need for IP cameras: 1) High resolution in 1/3" CMOS 2-Megapixel 2) DC Iris Varifocal lens 2.7~9mm 3) IR distance up to 30 Meters with IP 66 for outdoor application 4) Support triple-streaming: H.264, MJPEG, MPEG4 5) Optional PoE, 1 Video Output, Audio In/Out, Digital I/O 6) Support SD card for event video (AVI) and snap shot (JPEG) 7) Video Frame Rate: 19fps - 1600 x 1200, 30fps - 1280 x 720 B Support remote live-viewing by 3G Cell phones 9) Pure streaming ROI (Region-of-Interest) which dramatically reduces the network load.

**ASIONI COMMUNICATIONS CO., LTD. / K724-K727**

**EV8180F**

**EV8180F 5 Megapixel IP Box Camera**

**EV8180F** which is a high quality HDTV camera with high-definition, ideal for 24H video surveillance systems where sharper and greater image details are a necessity. It provides 5M resolution at 10fps, perfect for securing areas where high quality identification is needed, such as access controls, airports, and shopping malls. The EV8180F with 5M resolution delivers 16.4 times the resolution of a conventional VGA camera. Furthermore, The Evrovision EV818F in addition to offering intelligent capabilities such as video detection, audio detection, and alarm notification also provides up to 8 independent streaming RDIs (Region-of-Interest) which dramatically reduces the network load.

**IP Equipment Pavilion - Cameras**

The Smallest Speedy doom with 360°Pan controls and 120° Tilt. Easy to use control interface can be accessed from any web page, any smartphone (iPhone or android), or any computer. The 1280 x 720P HD quality picture this device will provide remarkable high crisp quality pictures and recordings that can only be found in more expensive devices. Also with features like 2GB built in memory , RTSP, POE, Motion detection, schedule recording, RSS notification, My Web & Ez Blog Technology, CNT, this device will make your life much easier and customization has never been easier.

**AVI Systems International Inc. / K1000, K1001**

**AVM804, 1.3 Megapixel IVS Network Camera**

AVM804, a 1.3 mega-pixel network camera, functions like a miniature of traditional surveillance system with one IVS DVR, one DBN camera 8 one PIR device, but it is simpler, lighter, more exquisite, easier-to-setup, and the most important of all, more convenient to access from any web page, any smartphone (iPhone or android), or any computer. The 1280 x 720P HD quality picture this device will provide remarkable high crisp quality pictures and recordings that can only be found in more expensive devices. Also with features like 2GB built in memory , RTSP, POE, Motion detection, schedule recording, RSS notification, My Web & Ez Blog Technology, CNT, this device will make your life much easier and customization has never been easier.

**AVM804, 1.3 Megapixel IVS Network Camera**

AVM804, a 1.3 mega-pixel network camera, functions like a miniature of traditional surveillance system with one IVS DVR, one DBN camera 8 one PIR device, but it is simpler, lighter, more exquisite, easier-to-setup, and the most important of all, more convenient to access from any web page, any smartphone (iPhone or android), or any computer. The 1280 x 720P HD quality picture this device will provide remarkable high crisp quality pictures and recordings that can only be found in more expensive devices. Also with features like 2GB built in memory , RTSP, POE, Motion detection, schedule recording, RSS notification, My Web & Ez Blog Technology, CNT, this device will make your life much easier and customization has never been easier.

**AVNOSOFT / K816-K819**

**Axxon INTELECT Enterprise 4.8 - Enterprise-wide platform for fully-integrated vertical and horizontal solutions.**

Remarkably advanced IP-based physical security management platform, which provides a single environment that combines intelligent video analytics, universal IP connectivity to network cameras and access control points, and event-driven automation capabilities. Out of the box, Axxon Intellect provides you with a distributed security system that can be easily integrated with any third-party software and hardware. Imagine the possibilities.

**DVI-2140, the Vandal-Proof 360p IR Dome Camera is built with Sony "Effio-E" and "900H CDD viewing."**

**Endeavor HD+SD 4H4 DVR, EHHS200 and EDHS240**

Endeavor HD+SD 4H4 DVR is a powerful, full featured, embedded hybrid DVR. It can process that total of 32chs from 4 HDCCTV cameras, as well as the video from 4 analog cameras, for live viewing and H.264 recording at HD resolutions of 1080p or 720p, plus real-time 30fps at DI recording capability on all 4 analog cameras. Besides the EHHS200 box camera, we also launch two HDCCTV dome cameras, EHHS2500 and EDHS240, simultaneously. The variety of EverFocus HDCCTV solution enables you to set up your surveillance system flexibly.

**EVERFOCUS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION / M708-M716**

**EVERFOCUS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION / M708-M716**
**IP Equipment Pavilion**

**MPC-900 Rugged Mobile DVR with 3G/GPS/WiFi**
With smart power management, MIL-STD-810G and e12 certified, It is the best solution for vehicle.
FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER, INC. / K1308, K1310

**FW1173-MP**
Flexwatch is pleased to introduce FW1173-MP which will open new era of IP camera! With utmost in picture quality powered by Sony’s latest sensor technology, FW1173MP can provide unparalleled visibility at low-light conditions. As for recording function with micro SD, FW1173-MP identifies exactly like our market-proven NVR series. Also, FW1173-MP comes with optional i802.11xg WLAN connection for flexibility.
FLEXWATCH / K24, K25

**Thermal Imaging Security Cameras Turns Night into Day**
Thermal cameras compliment and complete your security camera network by giving you the power to see threats invisible to the naked eye, turning night into day. Thermal security cameras make images from the heat energy that is around us all the time, not from reflected visible light, giving you true 24/7 imaging capability without lights or illuminators. Thermal energy penetrates atmospheric obscurants better and farther than visible light, allowing you to see what’s out there through haze, smoke, dust and even light fog. Day and night, through good weather and bad, close up and far away.
FLIR SYSTEMS CO., LTD. ASIA PACIFIC HEADQUARTER / K201, K203

**PIXIM TECHNOLOGY OUTDOOR IP67 CAMERA**
Pixim’1/3” DPS Chip Sensor - 700 TV Lines resolution – 8-20 Varifocal Auto Iris Lens - Complete On Screen menu - 120dB Max. 102dB Typical Highest WDR on the market – 42 Pcs from Kodak, Micron and Sony with resolutions from 640 x 480 to 16 Megapixel. We offer wide variety of VisionCamera/FireWire, USB, Camera Link, GigE and Surveillance Camera (IP, HD-SDI) series.
IMI TECHNOLOGY, CO., LTD. / K101

**High Resolution Super Long Focal Length CCTV Lens**
The first High Resolution long focal length CCTV lenses, used for 24hours long distance surveillance with super clear picture. A lot of optional functions, such as penetration function, preset function, zoom function etc.
FUJIAN FORECAM OPTICS CO., LTD. / K240-323

**NVR Software System**
CMS and NVR System- support multi-megapixel streaming, multi-core CPUs, PTZ, live, instant/synchronized playback simultaneously, 512X retrieve, IE web based integrated with Google map, smart phone access; provides multi- channel, multi-function, and real time function.
GENIUS VISION / JS21-JS24

**Hikvision DS-2DF1-572 1.3-Megapixel Network Speed Dome**
The DS-2DF1-572 1.3-megapixel network speed dome delivers exquisite surveillance video with resolution of up to 1280 x 720 in both preview and playback by adjusting 1/3” Sony progressive scan CCD and H.264 video codec, while supporting dual stream capability to BWB auto switch. With progressive scan technology, this product is able to capture a high-definition image utilizing a full 540 TV Lines panoramic view of moving object in the shortest time. By using the mouse to click on the objects in the camera view, users can manually control the camera to follow objects which trespass the monitoring areas, as well as zoom in to get access to the scenes closely.
HIKVISION DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / J112-J121

**V6221-G Series 2.0 MP H.264 Network Zoom Camera**
Infornova’s new V6221 series 2.0 Megapixel H.264 IP cameras feature a 10X optical zoom lens with a 2.5” progressive scan CMOS sensor. The 10X zoom captures the smallest details in varying light conditions giving excellent video images resulting in the best evidence from surveillance applications. The H.264 and MPEG4 video compression formats give you excellent image quality with low bandwidth networks and limited storage for archiving. Additional features include an optional SD card for local recording (16GB), bi-directional audio, multiple options to process alarms and privacy masking. The camera can use power over Ethernet (PoE) or a separate power supply.
INFINOVA (HONG KONG) LIMITED / J329, J330

**iMege B2210**
iMege B2210 series Full HD IP cameras are integrated megapixel sensor designed with multiple codec streaming mechanism as a future-proof system that allow users to optimize streaming efficiency and guarantee uncompromised image quality with lower bandwidth and better storage utilization. Incorporating superior full HD video quality with intelligent functionality and software, the B2210 series cameras are suitable for most challenging environments or applications where accurate identifications and detailed image are required. These cameras are also embedded with 802.3af compliant PoE, ePTZ and other exceptional features that provides reliability and the best performance for even the toughest installation.
INGRASY TECHNOLOGY INC. / K120-K123

**IPMIS**
IPMIS allows user to manage the setup of DVR (System Setup / Recording Setup) and retrieve the recording data of DVR from remote site. Also, IP camera can be recorded and managed by powerful features. Through E-Map, users can notice Alarm, Event easily and allow to control the alarm.
ITY SECURITY CO., LTD / K700-K705

**IPCorder KNR-200 series**
Manage/Record/View up to 16 IP cameras. Standardized and tested compliance with NVR solution works on Windows, Linux and Mac OS. You can access your IP camera system, including latest megapixel resolution cameras, from anywhere with your favorite Internet browser. IPCorder supports ONVIF standard protocol and also supports various IP cameras from different manufactures. IPCorder offers high stability and no viruses, no spyware. Unique firmware gives you easy set up of the unit and connected devices. Low power consumption saves environment and your operating costs. IPCorder KNR-200 is dedicated to use in small offices, manufactures, education and homes. Made by KOUKAAM.
KOUKAAM A.S. / J211-J216

**WPC-332-D10**
Our WPC-332-D10 is a Web-based Programmable Controller built in uLinux OS which has DP19, DP4, Micro SD, RS-232/485, RS-422/485, USB, RCU, buzzer and USB host *2 (for memory) which enable users to convert signals to Ethernet, Wireless LAN (Wi-Fi). This module is perfect for highly distributed applications that need a direct connection to an Ethernet network. This product is not only a standard HID, but also an intelligent system design with a multitude of communication protocols which suit the multitude of requirements for faster speed and more power.
LANREADY TECHNOLOGIES INC / K318

**8 Port 10/100/1000 Mbps IEEE 802.3at High Power PoE Switch**
The growth of Power-Over-Ethernet for IP surveillance market has been increasing with requirements for faster speed and more power. The 8-Port 10/100/1000 Mbps IEEE802.3at High Power PoE Switch is the solution providing Gigabit LAN speed critical to megapixel and H.264 full HD image transmission along with Wireless IEEE802.11n up to 300Mbps. It can generate up to 39W supplying power for motorized (Pan/Tilt/Zoom) IP camera, Outdoor Base Station and Video Phones, with the addition of up to 15.4W PoE over current protection. A Screw Terminal block for external power system is also available for back up via battery or solar power solutions.
www.secutech.com
**E series – HD Rapid Dome Camera**

The latest HD Rapid Domes from the E series offers high definition clarity in 720P and 1080P resolution. Using the “Exmor” CMOS sensor, you get high quality images without the noise. High speed 360° endless rotation and above-the-horizon tilt – 15° tilt-up (a total tilt range of 210°), gives you full rotational view of your environment. With up to 28x zoom capabilities, you can be sure to spot all the details. The new E series rapid dome cameras also comes with on-board recording capabilities and are ONVIF compliant. For more information, visit the Sony booth at K808-813 for a camera demonstration.

**SONY ELECTRONICS ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD / KB08 - K813**

**SSC-WD1023MDN 3.0 Megapixel HD-SDI Box Camera**

1/3” HD-SDI Color Camera (Sony ITN) – Sony 12” (3.0MP)Exmor Progressive CMOS Sensor (IMX103) - 1080p/1080x1080 (10x) - Scale: 1020x1080P 60fps - 1280x1024P 30fps - 1280x720P 60fps
Color:0.2Lux/F1.2, B/W:0.1Lux/F1.2
Mechanical IR Cut Filter (ICF)
Multi-Language OSD Control / Osd Control or by RS485 Remote Control
2D Noise Reduction & Sense Up Functions
Shutter Mode (AUTO / MANUAL)
RS-485x1, DMx1, DVIx1 Video output SDI / Audio two-way
SHANY ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. / K204-K209

**Plug & Play IP Camera**

The StarVedia IC2007W megapixel IP camera is a high performance network camera with state-of-the-art H.264 video compression. The H.264 code compresses the mega-pixel high resolution 1280x800 images into a lower bandwidth video stream suitable for highest quality remote video surveillance. The WPS is supported on IC2007W for easiest wireless setup. No more SSD or encryption key configuration is needed. Users could record video to the Micro-SD card up to 32G bytes, record to the NAS storage device on the network or record to the computer with the free bundled management software.

**STARVEDIA TECHNOLOGY INC. / J525-J528**

**NVR2000 Storage-integrated NVR Solution**

The Surfcon NVR2000 series network video recorders are installation-free storage-integrated recording appliances powered by Surfcon’s Optimized Video Storage Technology (DVST). NVR2000 solutions give our partners a reliable and efficient platform for megapixel video recording, with scalable hardware and enterprise RAID architectures supporting over 300 channels on unified hardware, and provide options for up to 551 TB of integrated Hardware RAID storage. The NVR2000 solutions are designed as plug-and-play performance-oriented packages that are ideal for high retention period mission critical IP video surveillance applications, while easing installation/configuration overheads for our SI partners.

**SURVEON TECHNOLOGY / K804-K807**
**Exhibitor Spotlights**

**IP Equipment Pavilion**

**Synology DiskStation DS361xis**

Synology DiskStation DS361xis provides professional IP-based video surveillance, combining the functionality of advanced network storage and NVR. Synology DS361xis makes it easy to view live feeds of up to 36 channels at once, or recorded events remotely, supports over 700 IP camera models from leading brands, up to 500megapixel resolutions, and is compatible with ONVIF and PSIA industrial standards. DS361xis can be expanded up to over 100TB effortlessly and cost-effectively, support your ever growing storage need. Synology provides periodic complementary OS updates that enhance functionality and improve management.

**SYNOLOGY / K1221-K1223**

**TeleEye Turnkey HD Surveillance System**

TeleEye Turnkey HD Surveillance System is a complete end-to-end solution which includes MX HD Cameras, sureREC HD Recorder and sureSIGHT Video Management Solution. This one-stop-shop approach ensures seamless integration of MX Camera systems with multi-stream compression technology and HD SMAC-M which provides multiple independent streams covering different bit rates for HD video. The users can view live video via LAN, broadband and mobile networks whilst streaming coverage different bit rates for HD video. The comprehensive camera range and video management solutions allow users to tailor-make the system on site. The pre-configured network setting makes the system ready to use on site. The comprehensive camera range and video management solutions allow users to tailor-make the system on site. The pre-configured network setting makes the system ready to use on site.

**TELEYE HOLDINGS LIMITED / K900-K903**

**Hybrid DVR**

With Telepeer authentic Hybrid DVR you can enjoy the maximum flexibility of using any type of analog camera and Telepeer-brand high resolution Megapipe, VGA, CCD. IP cameras, allowing you to easily fulfill an installation of maximum up to 48 channels in any industrial and harsh environment. Telepeer Hybrid DVR comes in 4 SATA and 8 SATA HDD for larger storage requirement, is pre-loaded with Central Management System allowing for remote management and control, needs no IP configuration, allows intelligent Motion and Sensor detection for recording only when activity or relay is detected, guarantees frame rate from 1 to 30 frames per second (fps).

**TELEXPER INTERNATIONAL INC. / K400-K403**

**VIVOTEK H.264 3-Megapixel Fisheye Network Camera FE8171V**

VIVOTEK FE8171V is a high-resolution fisheye type network camera of VIVOTEK SUPREME Series. With a 3-megapixel CMOS and its 180° wide angle lens, FE8171V can provide a 360-degree panorama view with exceptional details and superb megapixel image quality, which is the best choice for applications needing wide area monitoring such as airport, shopping mall and much more. With high performance and compatibility optimized performance. The FE8171V offers high-quality video with resolution under up to 12 fps @ 2048x1536. In addition, it incorporates functions including IP66-rated, tamper and vandal-proof housing, multiple simultaneous streams, tamper detection, DNS/IPv6 compliance for professional mobile surveillance, 802.3af compliant PoE, and SD/SDHC card slot.

**VIVOTEK INC. / J112-J124**

**M12VM0401IR**

With IR correction and 2 Megapixel, M12VM0401IR is supporting high definition IP surveillance for Day & Night applications. Wide focal range from 10 – 40mm provide high resolution image for various AOV requests. Optical design on IR correction protect the image from focus shifting between visible light and near IR light. Design for big image format, well supporting 1/2", 1/2.5" and 1/3" sensors which are popular in IP surveillance.

**XIAMEI LEADING OPTICS CO., LTD. / K252, K257**

**PoE Power Meter PPM-100**

PPM-100 is a handheld power tester for the applications of Power over Ethernet (PoE). It can perform the on-site test and measurement of the running voltage and the supplying power available for the PoE powered device (PD) at the end of Ethernet cable terminal in any length.

**YODA COMMUNICATIONS, INC. / K1319**

**Outdoor Wireless 5GHz & 2.4GHz TDD Bridge**

YOKO TDD Bridge Series, IP67 Industrial Wireless Outdoor Access Point, is an ideal solution to extend wireless signal coverage in harsh environment. The Bridges provide solutions in unlicensed and managed frequencies, such as 2.4GHz or 5.8GHz spectrums. With the TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) technology, YOKO TDD Bridge Series is able to provide communication range of up to 50KM, and aggregate data rates of up to 50Mbps. Due to above significant features, YOKO TDD Bridge Series is recommended to cooperate with high quality IP camera by using built-in IP camera for HD camera support and reliable HD surveillance video in long distance.

**YOKO TECHNOLOGY CORP. / K506-K511**

**Zavio F7210 2 Megapixel HD Box IP Camera**

Zavio F7210 is a 2 megapixel HD (1080P, support H.264 at 30 fps) box IP camera that offers outstanding video quality and exceptional value. F7210 supports day & night function with automatic IR cut filter, and enables the users to select H.264, MPEG-4, or MJPEG compression codecs. It also provides two-way audio support of a built-in microphone. Built-in Micro SD/SDHC card slot for local storage and bundled with free 32-channel recording software and web-based surveillance software, it can provide complete recording solution to enhance environment safety.

**ZAVIO INC. / K200, K202**

**IVS-200**

Zero One Technology Co., Ltd., a leading supplier of intelligent video surveillance edge solutions and security systems for specialized vertical markets has announced to offer a ready-to-deploy video analytics enabled speed dome/PTZ auto tracking solution. The speed dome/PTZ camera auto tracks the object (a vehicle, a person, or an object) by using an IVS-200 which analyzes the scene in real time and a Zero One’s security management platform controlling the camera seamlessly. Zero One’s highly-integrated solution is ready for the deployment at public transportation, retail stores, and facilities. IVS-200 smart edge also earns OV Ready PREMIER certification.

**ZERO ONE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / K013, K014**

**Software Zone**

**CSVision Video Surveillance Platform**

As an open platform, the CSVision software platform is compatible with a wide range of devices from other manufacturers, including IP cameras, mega pixel cameras, video encoders and decoders and digital video recorders. This provides access to the very best-in-bred solutions across the industry tied together under a single, comprehensive feature packed solution.

**BEIJING CSVISION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / K016**

**Intelligent Video Analysis DVP Management Platform**

Based on popular Client/server frame, Fibridge-DVP can pass through any kinds of IP network (Unicast/Multicast) to transmit and manage digital video and audio, and provides video surveillance management platform on the basis of Browser/Server frame. Fibridge-DVP digital video surveillance management platform is compatible with popularly used DVR. Using Fibridge-DVP, user can navigate, control, configure and manage video/audio of the DVR quickly and conveniently.

**BEIJING FIBRIDGE CO., LTD. / K017**

**CCTV Surveillance Series**

Our products line involves board(fixed/indl) vary-focal auto/manual indl/zoom motorized IR and mage panels, electron involves from all kinds of cameras, including box camera, dome camera, all-in-one camera,IR camera,3MP camera,high speed dome, till DVRs and monitors. All our products meet CE, ROHS, FCC standard; meanwhile, we also have got ISO9001, ISO4001, OHSMS18001 certifications. We also accept design and produce as customers' demand, we have OEM partners all over the world: Europe, America, and Middle East. Our best at any details to make our business Double-Wins.

**FU ZHOU AHEAD ELECTRONIC AND TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / K025, K026**

**iSurveillance**

iSurveillance is a hybrid DVR. It allows highly efficient integration of analog and digital images in the same workstation to enhance cost-effectiveness during the transition from analogue to IP surveillance system. The system equips with intelligent video surveillance function and can be applied to various surveillance techniques.

**INTERNATIONAL INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC. / K831**

**Video Storage & Recording Solution Zone**

**Secu4, an iPhone/iPAD DVR**


**ALGOLIWARE CORPORATION / J101-J1011**

**16CH H.264 Embedded Hybrid DVR**

AlverMedia HW3126 Touch is a H.264 Embedded Hybrid DVR that incorporates Dual-Core processor that enabling processing multi-applications at the same time to provide customers with efficiency and low-power consumption without sacrificing DVR performance and software functionalities. HW3126 Touch is supported by free of charge AlverDiGi CMS system for remote manage, IP Cam integrated with more than 60 brands, and P2P integration. it also backed by strong export/backup devices to flash memory, RAID 0,1,5, NAS, External HDD and internal SATA HDD and intelligent software functions such as FaceFinder, scene change, missing object, and object counting.

**AVERMEDIA INFORMATION INC. / K210-K215**
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Video Storage & Recording Solution Zone

MyCloudServ Mini
The personal cloud server provides safe and secure network storage plus the ability to easily share your digital content with family and friends. Our i-sharing 2 software makes all of this so easy that almost anyone can do it. MyCloudServ offers remote web-based access for when you are on-the-road and a file browser with built-in media player to easily view your files right in the web browser or on your iPhone and iPad. Simply register your device, login through our web portal or the iPhone app and you have immediate access to your files, no matter where you are.

INXTRON.INC / J191, J192

7" TFT-LCD Robust Monitor integrated with Quad/TouchScreen/DVR function
* High quality Ti solution for DVR
* 4 video inputs & 6 video output for universal wide using
* Support Single / Dual / Triple / Quad Picture (13 mode selections)
* wide Power voltage: DC 9V ~ 36V
* De-Cutting case with Anti-Shocking Design
* CE/CFCE/Marks/Rohs/Hot/Examination test/ESD test
* Optional car navigation box
JOSEFINA PAN PACIFIC LIMITED / K1322

High capacity iSCSI storage for IP Surveillance
Arena Janus II iSCSI RAID solutions are perfectly suited for the IP Surveillance applications, which can be easily implemented in the network surveillance infrastructure. Embedded with 4 x 10Gb iSCSI interface, the SS-4503E (2U 12 bays) and SS-6603E (3U 16 bays) could be scaled up to 120 HDD installed, and protect the stored images through various RAID levels. The products are applying latest technology and recognized by worldwide surveillance partners as High Capacity, High Performance and Cost Effective solutions. For more information visit website www.maxtronic.com
MAXTRONIC INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD / J918, J920

Plustek NVR Slim380
Plustek’s innovative standalone Smart NVR Slim380 is written in virus-free Linux code and surpassed the current market existing transmission speed limit by adapting the “Dual Giga LAN” interface. This feature allows users from all over the world to go through a double GIGA tunnel rather than the conventional standalone and PC-based NVR that can increase the relative streaming quality. The embedded eight port switch allows user to connect the device to an external monitor and all operations can be used to monitor up to eight streaming live views without spending another dime on those costly hub/router/nor switches; moreover, we even include a standard 1TB 2.5” hard drive, making the device ready for plug-n-go!
PLUSTEK INC. / K1216, K1218, K1220

UM7400 series Digital Video Recorder
UltraTracker, a Taiwan professional Stand-Alone DVR manufacturer, with 10 years well-known worldwide OEM/ODM experience, has strong R&D force with great capability of designing FPGA chips to meet your various market demands. Crystal Clear H.264 Recording, pin sharp playback image, Mac & iPad operating system and PTZ camera control supported — UM7408 offers a truly outstanding recording solution that you and your customers will love!
ULTRATRACKER TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N200-N203

Hybrid HD-SDI DVR
No need to use IP cameras when you can achieve the same HD quality without replacing the coax. There is no network to set up, no bandwidth issues to deal with...just replace the existing SD analog cameras and DVR with HD cameras and HD-SDI DVR. HDCCVT is a new CCTV video surveillance system using serial digital interface (SDI) transmission, which is used by the broadcast industry for transmission of HDTV signals digitally over coaxial cable. SDI is widely used and accepted throughout the broadcast industry. SDI transmission is a standard for transmitting 720P and 1080P video over coaxial cable, uncompressed and non-packetized.
VTRON TECHNOLOGY INC. / J923, J925

Access Control/ Biometrics/ RFID Pavilion

Smart Ethernet Multi-door Access Controller
SEMAC, a most innovation, outstanding newly presented access controller, independently manage a single door bidirectional (in and out) or dual doors-single direction (in or out), has creatively provided a brand new vision of access control technology to the world. SEMAC is able to cluster all connected access controller terminals into one access control network over TCP/IP. When we connect SEMAC with PC, system data will be seamlessly integrated thru Management Software, provides a totally Real-Time monitoring environment, in the other hand, when system is under off-line status will efficiently keep user’s punching records and data to the system automatically.
CHUTRO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / L101-L103

Electromagnetic Lock 600LED
The Ebolco 600Series electromagnetic lock is renowned with its excellent holding force and remarkable features. The series is compliance to UL and CE certification. This magnetic locks are widely used for wooden doors, iron doors, steel doors, glass doors, and can be controlled by access control system. The advantages of this magnetic locks is made from special magnetic materials in adoption of a particular processing technique that will not produce excessive magnet after a long period, and the sucking board will not be magnetized or causing the reduction of suction force after a long time used. The products present no mechanic failures, no abrasions, and no noises with a longer service life.
EBOLCO INDUSTRIES SDN BHD / L005

600lbs Electro Magnetic Lock
The magnetic lock consists of a magnet mounted onto door frame and a steel plate attached to the top of the door. The door will be strongly closed when magnet is energized with the steel plate bonded to it. Instant release is possible when power supply is cut off, making it most ideal in emergency escape situation. Considered as most durable and with lower power consumption, it is widely used for exit and entry control applications. With no moving parts and little maintenance required, the magnetic lock will at all times provide a feel safe operation.
ESI ACCESS SDN BHD / L008

Matrix Keeper – Attendance Access Control System
Matrix Keeper is the next generation of face recognition and access control system. It is equipped with a 720 Mhz DSP by TI and a 3.5 inches TFT LCD. This system has twin cameras and the infra-red matrix lighting system. All the components are fit in the compact case. It is built to meet the tough industrial standard to withstand the dust and water. This device is well suitable for indoor and outdoor use. The Matrix Keeper is equipped with the proprietary facial recognition algorithm and the IR matrix illumination system. That could circumvent the environmental lighting problem.
FACE-TEK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / L610, L611

FingerTec Face ID 2
FingerTec Face ID 2 - Face + Fingerprint Access and Time Attendance System. Face ID 2 can identify an identity in split seconds without any contact or hassle. It only requires users to look at the machine to get verified; it is as simple as it gets. FingerTec’s Face ID 2 is loaded with a powerful microprocessor that can process dual biometrics authentication methods, fingerprint and face, for accurate personal identifications and for a collection of precise data for time attendance and door access purposes. In addition, FingerTec’s Face ID 2 also accepts card verification for an added security measure. Data communication is made possible through a USB flash disk port and the common protocol TCP/IP, and data from the FingerTec Face ID 2 is processed by the TCMS V2 software, a powerful software compatible with all FingerTec’s products.
FINGERTEC WORLDWIDE SDN BHD / LO07

HF9 – High Frequency Multi-Technology Reader
HF9 is a configurable reader designed to support various types of high frequency cards. It aims to offer a simple yet powerful solution for customers reducing inventory overheads and also ties clients from other device providers. With HF9’s configuring software, the user may set up transferring baud rate and output interface; as well as set up the output data size, format, and type. In short, HF9 provides a wide range of compatibility and the ability for flexible modification, making it the top choice reader on the market.
GIGA-TMS INC. / L100, L102

Face ID
Face ID is industry first embedded facial recognition system with leading “Dual Sensor” Facial Recognition Algorithm, which makes facial recognition more faster and accurate, different source-light within Infrared-light based technology enable the system works well under different environment.
HANVON TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / L603

R102 Fingerprint Reader
Hardware & Software Technology Co., Ltd, the Fingerprint Expert. U-Touch Fingerprint reader, Model R102, is the high-tech fingerprint solution. Major applications are for example bank teller machines, transaction security, network security & access control. Advantages of applying R102 reader are the High Security Level preventing losses caused by illegal access and ID fraud, 3D CMOS Fingerprint Sensor with great reliability for handling all finger types, Operation Efficiency its integrate the fingerprint identification for operation efficiency & Ergonomic Design to offer comfort with optimized finger guidance. Other products like Fingerprint Match-On-Card & Mobile Phone will be exhibited as well.
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / L001, L002

Show News Update : Issue No. 5
**Access Control/ Biometrics/ RFID Pavilion**

**EdgeReader® Solo ESR40**

The HID EdgeReader Solo ESR40 is a cost-effective, stand-alone, single-door IP access control solution. This easy-to-use solution enables remote management and report generation via standard web browser. User information, administration, door configuration and retrieval of events are done through a user-friendly, instructional web environment. Providing “Intelligence to the Door”, the flexible EdgeReader Solo ESR40 includes an integrated iCLASS reader. And the EdgeReader Solo ESR40 IP Access Solution can be converted from stand-alone operation to a system reader for a multi-door environment. Providing “Intelligence to the Door”, the flexible EdgeReader Solo ESR40 includes an integrated iCLASS reader. It can be used to learn 64 legal cards by learning card mode function. 4. Setting for Access/ Security/ Open-door functions. 5. With dry A output. Application field: Access Controller / Security Controller / Open the door via intercom / COffer / For all kinds of Mifare Access control applications.

**PONGEE INDUSTRIES CO., LTD. / L906, L908**

**Parking Equipment & Automation System**

PSS Group is the biggest parking equipment system supplier in Taiwan. All of Automatic Pay Station, Entrance/Exit Station, License Plate Recognition, and Parking Guidance Systems are made in Taiwan. These systems create an Entirely Automated Parking Management System guided by our professional experience in parking system and security fields. The Automatic Pay Station is designed as an all-in one payment-processing unit. It can improve your cash management with ATM-style technology, lower your labor and operational expenses, and improve your customer service for 24-hour operation. Additionally, these systems can increase revenue for your business. PSS Group provides customer design, quality and value for our customers. For more information please visit our website, www.PSS-Group.com

**PSS CO., LTD. / L814-L817**

**RFID Safe Box**

SGC SBR series adopts RFID technology, using the MIFARE wireless radio-frequency communication protocol. It also has anti-cloning technology for all guest and staff keycards, offering powerful anti-cloning solutions. It can be used in office, hotel or even at home. You can store all of your valuables and the spacious design can even accommodate a 13” laptop computer. Besides, the SBR safe can be integrated with other SGC products, such as door locks, energy savers, providing as one-card solutions for homes and hotels.

**HUNDURE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / L704-707**

**Falco Digital IP Door Access Controller**

Falco Digital IP door controller is a true TCP/IP controller, designed for access control of doors, intrusion alarm monitoring, time attendance, vehicle boom gate and other building facilities. Falco controller is upgradable from 1 to 10,000 doors by connecting to server via TCP/IP Local Area Network connection. Furthermore, by connecting to a central controller, the controller allows remote management through networkable Falco Lite or Web software, a real TCP/IP based Access Control Management and Alarm Monitoring Software. The controller provides a cost-efficient upgrade strategy, keeping pace with your emerging security requirements while meeting your ongoing budgetary objectives.

**KLA. SYSTEMS SDN BHD / L701, L703**

**LA VIE Wireless Alarm System built-in GSM-SMS module**

LA VIE Security new GSM—SMS module. Industrial module with two way SMS function. Users may receive SMS and control their personal setting by mobile phone. Collocate with our wireless accessories will give you a wider variety of applications.

**LA VIE SECURITY INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. / L103**

**Mifare access control module board (PXMF-C06)**

PXMF-C06 is a compact size of Mifare access control module board. It’s designed as a stand-alone proximity access controller. Equipping this module board with antenna, it can be used to login & identify a contactless ID card without connection with PC. Features: 1. Low cost with effective performance. 2. Compact size for designing in all kinds of products. 3. 64 legal cards by learning card mode function. 4. Setting for Access/ Security/ Open-door functions. 5. With dry A output. Application field: Access Controller / Security Controller / Open the door via intercom / COffer / For all kinds of Mifare Access control applications.

**PONGEE INDUSTRIES CO., LTD. / L906, L908**

**SCA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / L700, L702**

**Infrared Touchless Sensor**

It is suitable for access control system that widely used in public areas such as hospitals or restaurants. It is also can be used as auto-control detection. Specially designed to prevent any interference from other infra-red(such as sun). Relay active time is able to set trigger state (0.5-20sec) or toggle mode output. High quality and stable. Sealing protection IP65. Standard connection to the Mifare reader.

**WUF TECHNOLOGY CORP. / L104-L107**

**F007 - Standalone fingerprint access control**

“F007 is a standalone fingerprint access control.” Metal shell, anti-vandal; “120” fingerprints “Remote infrared program” Relay output, NO, NC, COM "Sleep mode to save energy, built in PR to wake up the device from sleep mode "Three color LED indicator “Working temperature: -20°C to +55°C "Two year warranty.

**SEBURY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / L016**

**AC(4) Access Control 100**

PROBuck's AC 100 supports the function of access control and time attendance, including 500 fingerprint templates/cards and 48,000 audit logs. Users can access by fingerprint and/or card/RFID card. It supports RS 485 and USB communication. Settings of time zones can meet different requirements of users. Because of its elegant and fashionable design, high quality as well as competitive price, it has become a choice for various users in regular demand.

**SHENZHEN PROBUCK TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. / L600, L602**

**Infrared Touchless Sensor**

It is suitable for access control system that widely used in public areas such as hospitals or restaurants. It is also can be used as auto-control detection. Specially designed to prevent any interference from other infra-red(such as sun). Relay active time is able to set trigger state (0.5-20sec) or toggle mode output. High quality and stable. Sealing protection IP65. Standard connection to the Mifare reader.

**WUF TECHNOLOGY CORP. / L104-L107**

**Multi-Bio700 Multi-Biometric Access Control Terminal**

1. Multimodal identification methods: Face, Fingerprint, RFID, Password. 2. Standard TCP/IP and optional WFT for easy communication. 3. 3 inch TFT display with Touch screen. 4. Professional and full access control functions and contact signals.

**ZKSOFTWARE INC. / L604, L605**

**RFID CARD/TAGS AND READER**


**SUNBESTRFID TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / L805**

**Electric Drop-Bolt With Sensor Ball**

Electric Drop-Bolt is a flush mount type of electro-mechanical locking mechanism which is characterized by the use of a solenoid to throw the bolt. Designed for use in double acting doors and can be installed on inward-swinging or outward-swinging doors. The unique sensor ball design eliminates problems with adhesion placement.

**UWC ELECTRIC (M) SDN BHD / L805**

**Electric Locks**

Vanguard Security is a professional manufacturer of Electric Locks for Access Control System and Fire/Emergency Exits since 1992. Quality design with full range product lines of Electronic Locks, Electric Bolt, Electric Strikes, cabinet locks, door holders, exit button switches, and access control devices. All these products are OEM and ODM, to satisfy requests of all aspects with innovation, user-friendliness, easy installation and compatibility.

**VANGUARDS SECURITY ENGINEERING CORP / L1010-L1013**

**GSM Based Home Security and Medical Help System**

A GSM based system combined wireless home security detectors/sensors and medical emergency call for help devices. The GSM control panel calls pre-stored contacts with SMS sending when any sensor/detector or medical help button is triggered. The system provides upgrade option. It can also add wireless siren and smoke detector to enhance the protection of the home security system.

**VISION-ELEC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / L1204**

**Digital Locking Cylinder and System**

WaferLock is the leading manufacturer for Digital Locking and Access Control Solutions since 1992. The product range covers Commercial, Residential, and Hospitality Access Control System from Electronic Euro Handle Lock, WEL-7X00, Electronic and Digital Locking Cylinder, WCL-7X00, Mechatronic Profile Cylinder, WCL-9000, Hotel Electronic Lock and Virtual "e-Link Networking Locking System". e-Link Networking System is capable to manage 64,000 doors by 64,000 users and provides the total solution for access control markets; it’s efficient, simple and secure. Get more information about all Access Control Solutions from WaferLock website, www.waferlock.com
Intelligent Buildings and smart homes zone

ALM-2812 "USB WiGuard" 2.4GHz Digital Wireless NVR Camera System

ALM-2812 "USB WiGuard" is a highly effective, easy installation, low cost, 2.4GHz digital wireless security system, with smart functions to work with PC. Live video surveillance via IE, motion detection, Selectable detecting blocks, Schedulable record time, Sound alert, Alert via E-Mail, ReCord on HD via USB RX, and Adjustable surveying angle… etc. It also is available reliable wireless A/V transmission for 300M in L-O-S Between camera TX and USB RX and, is ideal for the applications: Baby reliable wireless A/V transmission for 300M in L-O-S, Home security and monitoring protection, the active pixel is 640 * 480 resolutions. Use digital spread spectrum technology to ensure interference free and complete privacy. The receiver 907R is TV receiver with SC camera record which are able to extend to 32GB storage memory. Single View or Quad View available in this device. The transmission range up to 100M-transmission range in open area.

HVR-200Z Smart Home DVR

The HVR-200Z is a network digital video recorder which also serves as home automation control center. With H.264 and Motion JPEG compression, the HVR-200 can record up to 4-channel videos and enable live view through the network. Video recording can be stored in the internal HDD, SD card, or USB memory stick. The HVR-200 supports 2-way wireless home control, which can be well applied to control lighting, window shades, HVAC, and audio/video systems. On the other hand, the HVR-200 also can work with wireless sensors, thermostats and smart power meters for energy and alarm/access control applications.

HOMESCENARIO, INC. / L270-L273

ICP DAS Palm-Size PAC ; WinPAC-5000 Series

WinPAC-5000 series is a brand-new palm-size PAC launched by ICP DAS. It is equipped with a powerful CPU PXA270 (520 MHz) and Windows CE.NET 5.0 operation system inside. Various connectivity such as VGA, USB, Ethernet, and RS-232/485 interface are also provided. Furthermore, users can expand the I/O function through the equipped I/O expansion bus. With those advantages of PACs and Windows PCs, WinPAC-5000 series can be applied in many fields like home automation, factory automation and building automation. It’s the most economical and efficient solution than ever!

ICP DAS CO., LTD. / M900, M902

Affordable Security Camera Solutions

Orion introduces several new lines of cameras for different CCTV applications. By utilizing the latest image sensors, Orion cameras offer high quality, high resolution that deliver clear image both day and night. In addition, we also have miniature cameras for use in special applications. We offer wide selections and options for all different conditions and competitive pricing. Orion also offers several powerful IR LED Light Bulbs that can supplement IR illuminations with Spot to Wide angle optics. With the additions of the IR Bulbs, you can now see the night like it is in the day time. With Orion, you are our best partner in surveillance business.

Orion / L1023

ASENs-910 series Smart Meter

ASENs-910 series Smart Meter is a necessary tool for new power usage. New ASENs Smart Meter provides specific interfaces such as RS-485, RJ-45, ZigBee and also USB to save electricity information. Once an unusual signal has occurred , a notification alert will automatically being sent to the users via email or SMS.

SAN DER SAVING ENERGY TECHNOLOGY LTD. / L1024

AS-2000 Intelligent Home Platform

AS-2000 Intelligent Home Platform is able to function multiple basic detections such as gas, Carbon monoxide, SOS, home safety monitoring systems. AS-2000 Intelligent Home Platform is able to monitor the home environment and the interaction between the communities via the mobile phones. AS-2000 also provided ED lighting system is able to adjust the interior lightings in your convenience. Temperature and humidity control, according to the temperature to adjust air condition automatically and as well as control curtain intelligently. Through this platform to extend the functions, people can easily control the automatic system at home such as intelligent closet, and etc.

SOGA SYSTEM / L1107

Wayfinding System & User Interface Solution

Springfield creation ltd. was awarded the wayfinding system design in Taiwan. In view of wayfinding system design for intelligent space, we image every user and possible routes from entrance to destination to establish the clear guides. System design, visual design, graphic design and interface design are all used in the signage and wayfinding design. The design guidelines of the signage system which we follow are signs must be visible but not distracting, informative but not unwieldy, and concise but not confusing.

SPRINGFIELD CREATION / L926

i - home Handy Touch Panel Remote Controller

LCD Touch Panel, Wireless Transceiver, Touch & Control. Systems Control - lighting, curtains, home appliances, etc. One touch control / Family Call / Wireless Communications - Two-way interactive / status query / emergency call / linked security control

TECHCITY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / M1000, M1002

10.1 Video Indoor Phone

TECOM has successfully integrated 7 different systems into one – a key telephone system combined with door phone, video phone, surveillance system, appliances control system, network service system and 3G mobile. A complete solution that best suits modern age small office and home.

TECOM / M901,M903

i·home Handy Touch Panel Remote Controller

MA-260

MA-260 is an advanced reader for access control system. It integrates RFID, video, voice. The user may pass through RFID card or call the concierge by pushing the button. The concierge may open the door after identify the user through center control.

TECNO Electronics Co., LTD / M1000, M1002

V2oIP Intercom

MT380 and MT200 are IP based Intercom devices. Equipped with V2oIP and RFID technology, these two are integrated with access control and intercom functions to serve Residential, Enterprise, Hospital, Hotel, School and Factory in combined applications of Time Management, Security and Communication.

Please visit www.ute.com to get more product information and contact us at unitech-tashi@wute.com with any questions.

UNITECH ELECTRONICS CO., LTD / M800-M803

Intrusion Alarm Zone

GPS Car Tracker w/ smartphone

VB-868

VB-868 is a 3G Surveillance Integrated Platform. It could connect with 8 CCTV cameras and pairing with total 56 wireless sensors for 8 zones. Only need take your cell phone along and VB-868 can show you live image in any event happened.

BARVOTECH INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. / L1115-L1117

V2oIP Intercom

MA-260 is an advanced reader for access control system. It integrates RFID, video, voice. The user may pass through RFID card or call the concierge by pushing the button. The concierge may open the door after identify the user through center control.

TECNO Electronics Co., LTD / M1000, M1002
## Intrusion Alarm Zone

**RF Remote Control & Receiver, RF Remote controller, Auto gate system, Gate opener**

We are a professional manufacturer of RF remote controls (transmitters, keyfobs and receivers), remote control duplicators, receiver modules, sliding gate motors and controls, swing gate motors and controls, barrier gate motors and controls and many other mechanical-electrical integrated remote control systems.

GIANT ALARM SYSTEM CO., LTD / L1027

**Advanced Pet Immune PIR**

This patent listed dual algorithm offers extremely precise zones in short and long distance. The highly accurate and reliable detection pattern will maintain its sensitivity through the entire detection area even in high temperature or low contrast environments. Pet immunity has been improved to prevent false alarm created by robot cleaners.

KMT Co., Ltd. / L1014, L1016

**Outdoor battery back-up siren with strobe**

SIZE:300X220X65MM; HIGHLY RESISTANT PC HOUSING, UV PREVENTION / TWIN PIEZO SOUNDERS WITH 120DB AT 1M / SINGLE PIEZO SOUNDER IS OPTIONAL / SAB/SCB FUNCTION AVAILABLE / POSITIVE/NEGATIVE SIREN TRIGGER / POSITIVE/NEGATIVE STROBE TRIGGER / BATTERY BACKUP LEN CORLORS IN RED, BLUE, ORANGE, WHITE / 2-WAY TAMPER SWITCH PROTECTION / LED DIAGNOSIS INDICATION / CE APPROVED.

SHENZHEN ANVOX ALARM SYSTEMS CO., LTD / L1019

**Digital Cash Box, Digital Key Box**

Products designed with stylishness and digital combination lock, set desired PIN freely, multi-purpose tray & key tag included, both safety and practicality, property management for person and companies.

SHYH R.U METALLIC INDUSTRIAL CORP / L1018, L1020

## Homeland Security Pavilion

**Thunder Box**

Thunder Box is a new type of Cash-In-Transit (CIT) box. Traditionally, CIT box is small and easy carried by security personnel. However, the size of it is easy as a target for robbers to grab and run. Attack Thunder Box is much larger than traditional CIT box and has equipped 2 GPS trackers. Other than that, it can emit 150,000v electric shock, 110dB loud discordant alarm and apparent smoking for about 2 minutes. This unlimited distance surveillance ability will increases the difficulty level of robbery and makes the asset transit more secure.

ATTACK TECHNOLOGY INC / J107

**Infrared Twin-beam / Quad-beam Sensor**

LK-800-IDF is Digital Infrared Twin Beam Sensor, provide DC 12v input, detects distance to 80 meters for outdoor use, is designed digitalized, water-proof, dust proof, prevent the small animals, insects, falling leaves, foggy etc. The detection method is Pulse infrared 20KHz / 500kHz double modulation. Also included the 8-channel beam frequencies selectable without crosstalk problem.

CITY WALL ENTERPRISE CO., LTD / L181, L1820

**Thermal Imaging Core with Corning plug and play fiber cabling solution**

TC384 core can be easily integrated into products or systems of (customer)’s design with the multi-interface at backside. A TC core may support the digital video output (LVDS), composite video output (BCN), remote control on PC (RS232) after connected directly with your existing device/network. Corning Cable Systems plug and play ANY LAN solution, you can set up the fiber network easily, save more time and can be maintained by yourself, longer distance and less cost. Integrated this 2 products, the thermal image core can send the image longer distance and less cost in whole system.

GREAT WAV TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / J105

**Auto Tracking System & Pan & Tilt Positioners**

More than 75 years experience with advanced military (and industry) technology. Moog Quickset is a leading designer of security and surveillance system in the world. Video Tracking Motion System is the achievement by integrate our products. Calibrate with precision and powerful Pan / Tilt Positioner, Long distance camera, Night vision camera, Thermal camera and MEMS Gyro Stabilization. Present an excellent surveillance system to national security.

NEARSON ENTERPRISE CORP / J02, J04, J06

**Portable RCIED (Remote controlled improvised explosive Devices) Jammer**

2000VSW-Super is ultra Broadband DDS RCIED Jammer, developed to defend the operators against explosive devices. It uses DDS of fast high processing quality, and reliability. Jamming minimal Interference outside the desired band, high processing quality, and reliability. Jamming frequency covers 20MHz – 2170MHz. Unlimited for any data. Our WideySTM, MV503 WDR image sensor utilizes this very ability as the basis to produce a high quality image in various illuminated environments. Our WDR image sensor’s top feature is its Single Chip Solution. Standard WDR chips are all multi-chip solution that needs WDR, Sensor Chip and Memory but our single-chip solution that has all in one chip fabricated onto it to perform the full capabilities of a WDR.

AVISONIC TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION / M31, M313

**AVS Industrial CFast Card**

AVS7201 is a multi-plega image processor that enables electronic pan, tilt, and zoom for surveillance, teleconference, security, and other similar camera systems equipped with fisheye lenses. It converts hemispherical image to rectilinear image and supports multi-view display of selected image areas with independent ePTZ. In addition, this product supports CMOS and CCD sensor inputs and is capable of generating up to four CVBS or digital outputs.

AVSIONIC TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION / M31, M313

**CSS Industrial Grade Class 10 SD Card**

CoreSolid Storage* industrial grade SD card conforms to SD memory card specification 3.0 and it is also compatible with specification 2.0 and 1.1. The industrial grade SD card performs with excellent high speed up to Class 10. The sequential read may up to 20MB/s and sequential write may up to 18MB/s. It supports hot insertion and removal, content protection mechanism (CPRM), cryptographic security to protect copyrighted data (SDMI), and user-selectable mechanical write-protect switch on the side. Working with extremely low power consumption under CoreSolid Storage* automatic power management, you get almost no battery required.

CORESOLID STORAGE CORPORATION / M204-M209

**Avilia™ Long Reach Reference Design**

Avilia™ Long Reach CODEC Reference Design provides a complete solution for transmission of High Definition video over long runs of coax cable. Using a single 75-ohm coax cable, such as Belden RG69, serial digital HDcctv video signals can be sent over cable lengths up to 300m. The Long Reach solution supports all HDcctv video formats: 720p25/30/50/60 and 1080p25/30. The Long Reach CODEC is optimized for a low cost kilivide FPGA, paired with Genesis’ Gx7600 transmitter and Gx7601 receiver. The design can be used to implement an encoder for integration in HDcctv cameras, or a decoder for HDcctv DVR applications.

GENNUM CORPORATION / M204
**Exhibitor Spotlights**

**GM8128/GM8126/GM8187/GM8186**

The Grain Media SoC, GM8128/GM8126 and GM8187/GM8186 are for full HD surveillance application. GM8128/GM8126 both are the best SoC with high-end ISP technology, highly integration, varies sensor connectivity and low-power design to realize new generation 1080P/30fps and 720P@45fps IPcam. GM8186/GM8187, the powerful chips for Hybrid HD DVR/NVR. Its flexible 1/4” easily connects HD video from HD-SDI chips to offer 1080P/720P HD and 4DI DVR application with SATAII, DDRII FQA. Composite/HDIMI, 1/3, high-performance H.264 CODEC, 3-D Deinterlacing and Temporal denoising peripherals.

Grain Media, Inc. / M303, M305, M307

**Full HD Video Display Processor**

GM8128-3x is a highly integrated single chip implementation of deinterlacing, format conversion, video enhancement and graphic OSD. And it includes HDMI ver. 1.3 output, analog VGA/Component and CVBS video output. It receives any format video up to Full-HD. Its internal video processing supports 3-D and MPEG noise reduction filter with cross-color suppression, mask noise reduction and mpeg block noise reduction and several kinds of filters for improving picture quality. And it has 4 layers OSD with true color/true color OSD 2 layers. Independent horizontal and vertical scaling functions with anti-aliasing interpolation filter are very flexible for producing any kinds of video output format.

MACRO IMAGE TECHNOLOGY INC. / M315, M317

**PC1089/PC1030 (CMOS IMAGE SENSOR), POA030+PH008 (CMOS IMAGE SENSOR+ENCODER)**

(1) PC1089 (CMOS IMAGE SENSOR): ANALOG V3 INCH (2) PC1030 (CMOS IMAGE SENSOR): ANALOG 1/4 INCH (3) POA030+PH008 (CMOS IMAGE SENSOR+ENCODER): DIGITAL 1/4 INCH + ENCODER

PIXELPLUS CO., LTD. / M215, M217

**2.4GHz Digital AV Sender / D2450**

D2450 is designed at 2.4GHz covering more than 60 channels via hopping mode for CCTV utilization. It transmits crisp radio frequency signal wirelessly through walls or ceilings at high quality D1+gauge resolution and frame rate 20~30fps. With security ID coded communication ensures customer privacy. Digital wireless technology avoids interference. Simply connect the transmitter to AV sources and the receiver unit to AV playback devices.

TRANNO TECHNOLOGY CORP. / M314, M316

**Transcend’s Next-generation Cfast Memory Card**

Transcend’s Cfast cards use the modern SATA interface, delivering transfer rates of up to 108MB/s; users of industrial PCs or SATA 3Gbps compatible devices will be able to store and access information at faster rates between the card and its host device. Featuring a combination of enhanced speed and portability, the Cfast cards are designed to perform like SSD, and as such are extremely capable when used as bootable drives. Besides, the Cfast cards are able to correct data errors, ensure data reliability, and extend the lifespan of their flash memory cells by its StaticDataRefresh and EarlyRetirement technologies.

TRANSCEND INFORMATION INC. / M414-M417

**UC1500 Mega-Pixel ISP**

Opera UC1500F is a high quality Mega-pixel ISP capable of capturing full HD camera applications with HD-SDI, HDMI interface Logic as well as IP camera which can process 720P@30fps/1080P, 1080P@60fps, up to 5MP image signal processing functions such as WDR, 3D DNR, 3A (AE, AWB, ADF), Encode, Motion Detection, Digital Zooming and so on. Functions can be easily added by firmware inside mCU of ISP.

UFINE & HYVIEW TECHNOLOGY / M308, M309

**China Pavilion**

**Megapixel IP IR Cameras**

ICR Day/Night 2 Megapixel CMOS Camera - Format: H.264/MPEG - Support SD Card - Built-in 1 Alarm Inputs, 1 Alarm Outputs - Support 3G,CDMA, GPRS, 2-way Audio - Power Over Ethernet (POE) - 1080P@30fps

AXVIEW TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD / J1220

**L-9000D Mini Guard Tour System**

LANDWELL L-9000D is very popular in the security market with its features of elegant design and light-weight. It is widely applied in any fields with checkpoint installation where you can get to know when, who and what has been there ever. L-9000D patrol solution is very good choice for personnel’s management. Small size, easy to carry, robust,durable, low power consumption, long battery life.

BEIJING LANDWELL ELECTRON TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / N521

**CCTV Lens, optical lens**

Application: Install on cctv camera to achieved the image which object been surveilled Operating Principle: cctv lens are the key components of cctv camera, working just like our eyes, through the lens to form an object image will be projected on camera tube or CCD imaging plane.

FUZHOU FEIHUA OPTOELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / J1224

**Camera housing and bracket**

Camera housing, BA-300; Material: ABS; Size: 300*100*120mm; Window’s size:58*58mm

FOSHAN NANHAI SYLIAN HARDWARE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD / N527

**Exhibitor Spotlights**

**Car GPS Locator/ Conch-type Car Camera/ Intelligent real-time monitoring terminal/ Intelligent enforcement terminal**

The product can monitor and locate a moving target including a police car,and real-time video can be transported at the same time,to achieve effective management purposes.

CENTRON COMMUNICATIONS FUJIAN CO., LTD. / M1215

**Camera housing and bracket**

Camera housing, BA-300; Material: ABS; Size: 300*100*120mm; Window’s size:58*58mm

FOSHAN NANHAI SYLIAN HARDWARE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD / N527

**CCTV Lens, optical lens**

Application: Install on cctv camera to achieved the image which object been surveilled Operating Principle: cctv lens are the key components of cctv camera, working just like our eyes, through the lens to form an object image will be projected on camera tube or CCD imaging plane.

FUZHOU FEIHUA OPTOELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / J1224

**Alarm, camera, radio**

We produce alarm system, CCTV camera and two way radio. And our factory has got ISO9001:2000, CCC, CE, FCC and other honorable certificates.

QUANZHOU HONGTAI ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / M1212

**Intrusion alarm Controller**

SK-9680I GSM Intrusion alarm Controller: 4 wired + 8 wireless zones with microcomputer control. Panel is equipped with integrative programmable keypad, LCD display, and memory of 15 groups of alarming telephone numbers, Transmission through GSM wireless network , With zone bypass function and doorbell available. Remote talk-back function, etc. SK-968C Intrusion alarm Controller-4 wired +8 wireless zones with microcomputer control. Panel is equipped with integrative programmable keypad, LCD display, and memory of 5 groups of alarming telephone numbers, Transmission through telephone line , telephone line failure detection, doorbell available ,the sound on site can be monitored, etc.

QUANZHOU SHIKE ALARM SYSTEM ELECTRONIC CO., LTD / M1212

**Single Channel Passive Transceiver**

Screw-less terminal and Male BNC with 13.5mm pigtail. It can be used as the transmitter and receiver. Transmission distance is 300m with passive balun and 800m with active balun.

SHANGHAI QUNAN ELECTRONICS CO., LTD / N513

**PoE switch**

PoE SWITCH IS USED TO POWER THE PD DEVICES LIKE POE IP CAMERA AND ACCESS CONTROL SYSTE,MS IT ALSO COMES WITH POE SPLITTER,ETHERNET EXTENDER SERIES.

SHENZHEN AOCRID COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N515
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Exhibitor Spotlights

China Pavilion

WDR Varifocal IR Camera. Model: DIS-689WDR/HR

1/3" Sony High Sensitivity CCD; High resolution: Color 600TVL, B/W 850TVL; 4-9mm Varifocal Lens; IP66-rated; OSD; Menu(English/Chinese); RS-485 control; DWDR(Digital Wide Dynamic Range); Casing: White/Black/Silver(Option)

SHENZHEN CIGE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD / N523

CCTV LCD Monitor

SProfessional CCTV LCD Monitor from 5"~55", with build in 3D comb filter and De-interlace. Metal housing and the front face protection glass give a very good protection and very good heat dissipation to the monitor which helps to increase the life time of the monitor.

SHENZHEN DISIDA ELECTRONIC CO., LTD / N516, N518

"TOPMASS" CCTV lens

Shenzhen Seiko Star Corporation, a professional and comprehensive enterprise specialized in R&D, manufacture and marketing CCTV lenses for over 10 years. Our factory covers area of 5000 square meters and has about 200 employees. Our products include about 40 kinds of lenses ranging from mega-pixel lenses varifocal lenses, build-in lenses, monofocal lenses and Infrare-d lenses. Providing high quality and competitive "TOPMASS" CCTV lens will be the first choice.

SHENZHEN SEIKO STAR CORPORATION / N525

SKY-A8506FP 4CH H.264 DVR with built in 8" LCD and intelligent analysis

This DVR is integrated with 8" digital LCD and intelligent analysis module, the image is more real and clear to show, and system will analyze the sense changing intelligently and alarm to achieve purpose of long distance monitoring.

SHENZHEN SKYBEST ELECTRONIC CO., LTD / N526

Korea Pavilion

Central Management System

CMS is the main key of Total Solution and we developed it with our own technology. It enables you to centrally control devices such as DVRs, Network Servers and IP camera through Network. By using CMS, you can record Real-Time images streamed from DVRs/Server/IP Camera or monitor recorded images in DVR at a long distance. It operates e-Map, Live monitoring, Record, Playback, Remote Search, Event Log screens simultaneously. It displays up to 100 Channels per screen at the same time; Max. 500 channels on 5 screens. It supports Max. 4 Monitors depending on VGA performance of the System.

GSP SYSTEMS INC / K844

iCanView340MP

iCanView340MP is a dual-codec (H.264/MPGS)1.3 megapixel IP camera for outdoor environment. Multiple simultaneous video streams of differentiated resolutions and frame rates will ensure highest quality service while enabling simultaneous connections through lower speed networks. Based upon ultra tight swing gear and slip ring, iCanView340MP ensure world’s most silent operation. IP + Hybrid feature supports both real (USB/RS485) and virtual keyboard controller using client software on the PC. Virtual keyboard controller will enable remote client full control of the speed dome, which used to be available only to the users of keyboard controller.

ICANTEK CO., LTD. / K850

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER

*Supports upto D1/ Half D1 real-time for 4ch & 8ch *Dual Display (Supporting VGA and Composite at the same time with individual setting - PATENT) *Supporting Digital Signage *Different Resolution and Recording Speed per each Channel *Supporting Phone & Android mobile

INDIGO SECURITY CO., LTD / K845

HIGH DEFINITION DVR (SENTRY9004HD)

This high definition 650 TV Lines (750TV Lines Max) camera ONVIF-660/HBD/TNIR uses 1/3" Sony New Super HAD Interline CCD and built in the latest H-BIRD DSP with the excellent features of D-WDR, 2-DRN, Smart IR, HLC, True Day & Night IR Cut Filter Lens (4~9mm, 2.8~12mm, 5~50mm), OSD menu and 28 pieces of IR LEDS with HLC, True Day & Night IR Cut Filter Lens (4~9mm, 2.8~12mm, 5~50mm), OSD menu and 28 pieces of IR LEDS with 2.8~12mm, 5~50mm), OSD menu and 28 pieces of IR LEDS with high resolution up to 1920x1080.

SECUNIO CO., LTD. / K834

HD/Digital Surveillance Pavilion

Camera Excellence Award (IP & HDcctv)

For Secutech 2011

Quick Location Guide For Secutech 2011

See products at…
IP Surveillance Pavilion
Ground Floor, Use J & K Entrance
Video Software Zone
Ground Floor, K Area
Video Storage & Recording Zone
Ground Floor, K834~854
Korea Pavilion
Ground Floor, K834-854
Taiwan-made Fire and Safety
Ground Floor, J300-311 & J400-410
HD/Digital Surveillance Pavilion
Upper Floor, Use M & N Entrance
Camera Excellence Award (IP & HDcctv)
Upper Floor, M Area, M630-641
Access Control/Biometrics/RFID
Upper Floor, L Area
Alarm Pavilion
Upper Floor, L1014-1021, L1200-1206
Home Automation
Upper Floor, L Area
China Pavilion
Upper Floor, N512-527, M1208-1215
Singapore Pavilion
Upper Floor, Near N Entrance
USA Pavilion
Upper Floor, N Area, N400-403
Key Components of Security (Compexec)
Upper Floor, Use M Entrance
Memory Storage Solution Zone
Upper Floor, M Area, M400-417

Attend seminars for…
HD/Megapixel Surveillance Forum
(Day 1 & Day2) Room 402 a+b
Video Storage Forum
(Day 3 AM) Room 402 a+b
New Video Tech Launch
(Day 3 PM) Room 402 a+b
Video Software Forum
(Day 2 PM) Room 402 a+b
Compexec Seminar
(Day 1 & Day2) Room 402c & 403

Know more about….
ASMACOM
Upper Floor, M700-708
Subscription of A&S Magazine
Upper Floor, L714-719
One free copy of A&S International/Asia
Upper Floor, N615-622
Other Secutech and Interssec shows
Upper Floor, N106-111
Other general enquiries
Info Counter

*Please get a copy of "Site Map" for a pocket-size of Secutech floor plan.

www.secutech.com
Complete Security Display All at Secutech 2011

Indicated stand numbers are for Secutech 2011
### Global Digital Surveillance Forum Asia

**HD/Megapixel Surveillance Forum:**
HD has become the necessity in the IP surveillance sector. GDSF Asia 2011 will invite the world’s leading HD surveillance provider to explore issues such as standard, transmission requirement, new applications and case stories.

**Software & Integration Forum:**
Video Content Analysis are now looking into ease deployment, cut false alarms, better features and reduce costs. This platform promotes awareness of VCA and VMS and to entice the cooperation between hardware makers with software developers.

**Storage Management Forum:**
Focus and create to store more information safely and efficiently topics will in-depth into reducing redundancy, discussion of new algorithms, hybrid storage and green performances.

### Seminar Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4/20</strong></td>
<td>K1</td>
<td>A better vision of future security *</td>
<td>Panasonic Representative*</td>
<td>PANASONIC</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00-14:40</td>
<td>HD1</td>
<td>IP Surveillance development Now and Future</td>
<td>Fan Look, Vice President, North Asia</td>
<td>AXIS</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:50-15:30</td>
<td>HD2</td>
<td>High Definition Traffic Surveillance System</td>
<td>Tony Yang, International Marketing Director</td>
<td>HIKVISION</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:40-16:20</td>
<td>HD3</td>
<td>VIVOTEK Fisheye, a crystal ball to secure your world</td>
<td>Yang, Ji-Ping, Brand Project Manager</td>
<td>VIOVISION</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30-17:10</td>
<td>HD4</td>
<td>Full HD Image Solution</td>
<td>Ivan Sun, Andrew Wang</td>
<td>EVERFOCUS</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50-11:10</td>
<td>HD6</td>
<td>Challenges in Public Transit Security</td>
<td>Jeff Hsu, Regional Sales</td>
<td>PLUSKET</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20-11:40</td>
<td>HD7</td>
<td>Efficient, Powerful &amp; Reliable IR Emitter for CCTV Application</td>
<td>Michael Gu, Marketing</td>
<td>OSRAM</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4/22</strong></td>
<td>SS1</td>
<td>Next Generation Wireless Infrastructure for Critical Applications</td>
<td>Jeremy Koh, Regional Sales Manager Asia Pacific</td>
<td>FIRETIDE</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4/21</strong></td>
<td>K2</td>
<td>Integrated Security Solution</td>
<td>Mr. Pramod Rao, Security Ambassador of Schneider Electric Asia Pacific</td>
<td>SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00-14:40</td>
<td>SF1</td>
<td>Achieving the highest value from edge and storage using IVS</td>
<td>Edward Troha, Managing Director, Global Marketing</td>
<td>OBJECTVIDEO</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:50-15:30</td>
<td>SF2</td>
<td>Milestone Systems, Open Platform Video Management System</td>
<td>Sunny Kong, Sales Manager Asia</td>
<td>MILESTONE</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:40-16:20</td>
<td>SF3</td>
<td>City- Wide Surveillance- a Global Perspective</td>
<td>Charles Cousins, Managing Director, Asia Pacific</td>
<td>GENETEC</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4/22</strong></td>
<td>K3</td>
<td>Safeguarding critical video surveillance content with the right storage solutions</td>
<td>David Burks, Global Produce Marketing Director</td>
<td>SEAGATE</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00-10:40</td>
<td>VF1</td>
<td>Resolution Dose Matter, Reliability is more important – RAID Storage Solution for IP Surveillance</td>
<td>Eddie Huang, Product Planning &amp; Marketing</td>
<td>PROMISE</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:10-13:30</td>
<td>NT1</td>
<td>How to make IP surveillance easy</td>
<td>Ebony Huang, CEO</td>
<td>BRICKCOM</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:40-14:00</td>
<td>NT2</td>
<td>HP Security: Delivering a New Security Intelligence and Risk Management Platform</td>
<td>Matthew Shiner, Regional Director, North Asia</td>
<td>ARCSIGHT</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:10-14:30</td>
<td>NT3</td>
<td>Hybrid Video Systems Trend &amp; Development</td>
<td>Francis Ng, Sales Manager East Asia</td>
<td>NVT</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402ab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CompoSec conferences are the best place to locate cutting-edge security technology and innovative ideas for the future security arena. Do not miss two days of the most compacted educational references. Industry channel players must join CompoSec especially Product engineers of security manufacturers, R&D decision makers, Technical support and maintenance managers, Owners of presidents of security companies, Project managers and specialists of system integrators, and Major distributors!

The Optimum Platform Where Security Professional Delve into Key Issues

- **HD Surveillance**
  - WDR Sensors, ISP/DSP, codec, SoC, FPGA...

- **Improved Transmission & Interfaces**
  - HD-SDI, Bridge IC, 3G/LTE/ WiAx Module, Ethernet IC...

- **Next-gen Identification & Management**
  - Security/ Motion Sensor, Biometric module, Software...

- **Green Security**
  - HDD/ODD, Flash/SSD, Power Management IC, LED...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:50~11:30</td>
<td>OP1</td>
<td>Security Surveillance Migration to Intelligent HD Video</td>
<td>Mr. Todd Matler, Director- Segment Marketing Embedded &amp; Communications Group Intel</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>TBA*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40~12:20</td>
<td>OP2</td>
<td>HD-SDI CCTV Impact &amp; IVS Practicalization</td>
<td>Mr. Bach Chen, Director- Platform Technology Division HuperLab</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>TBA*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:10~13:50</td>
<td>SKA</td>
<td>Video Industry is Finding Ways to ‘Go Green’ with Embedded Technologies</td>
<td>Mr. Cyril Clocher, Video Surveillance Business Manager DSP Systems BU, Semiconductor Group Texas Instruments</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00~14:40</td>
<td>SA1</td>
<td>960H High Resolution CCTV Camera System</td>
<td>Mr. Tsuyoshi Oda, Senior Product Manager, Camera System Business Department Sony</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:50~15:30</td>
<td>SA2</td>
<td>HD Era of Security Surveillance</td>
<td>Mr. Yang Fengguo, Surveillance and Security Product Director HiSilicon</td>
<td>Mandarain</td>
<td>402c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:40~16:20</td>
<td>SA3</td>
<td>Solutions for High Definition Video Surveillance</td>
<td>Mr. Raymond Lai, Director Grain Media</td>
<td>Mandarin</td>
<td>402c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30~17:10</td>
<td>SA4</td>
<td>What’s next in High Definition IP Surveillance Camera Design?</td>
<td>Mr. Cliff Cheng, Sr. Business Development Manager automotive Industrial Unit Aptina</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>402c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diamond Sponsors:**

**Platinum Sponsors:**

**Gold Sponsors:**

**Special Sponsors:**

*Please Check Event Board On-site*
Thank you for attending!

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR.

seeutech 2012
23-25 April 2012
Nangang Taipei World Trade Centre. Taipei, Taiwan

Concurrent shows:
CompoSec  Fire & Safety  Info Security

Secutech 2011 Sponsors

Show Details
Date: 20-22 April 2011
Opening Hours: 10:00-18:00 / 10:00-17:00 (Last day)
Venue: Taipei World Trade Centre, Nangang Exhibition Hall, Taiwan
Admission: Free admission. Trade visitors only.

Organizer:
Messe Frankfurt New Era Business Media Ltd. Taiwan Branch
Ms. Veronica Chen
Show Manager
Tel: +886 2 2659 9080 ext. 777
E-mail: veronica.chen@newera.messefrankfurt.com